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Résumé

Afin de répondre aux besoins des futures technologies de stockage magnétique à haute
densité, à faible consommation d’énergie et à haut débit, le développement d’une nou-
velle méthode de manipulation de l’aimantation avec des temps d’inversion d’aimantation
plus courts et une consommation d’énergie plus faible est l’une des tâches urgentes dans
le domaine de la spintronique. La technologie laser à impulsions ultracourtes offre une
nouvelle façon de manipuler le spin sur une échelle de temps femtoseconde, suscitant un
grand intérêt de recherche dans les universités et l’industrie.

Deux méthodes de contrôle de l’aimantation par laser, l’ retournement tout-optique
dépendent de l’hélicité (AO-HDS pour all-optical helicity-dependent switching en anglais)
et l’ retournement tout-optique indépendent de l’hélicité (AO-HIS pour all-optical helicity-
independent switching en anglais), ont récemment été découvertes et leurs mécanismes,
comportements et applications ont fait l’objet de nombreuses discussions. Cependant,
l’origine de ces deux phénomènes reste très controversée et ce sera la tâche principale de
cet article.

Le mécanisme de l’AO-HDS a été étudié à l’aide d’un empilement multicouches Co/Pt
présentant le phénomène AO-HDS. Les films ont été réalisée sur un barreau de Hall en
un carré magnétique de 10�10 �m2 et son comportement de commutation a été observé
à différentes échelles de temps. La commutation de cette cellule magnétique peut être
démontrée par dix impulsions laser successives polarisées circulairement. La dynamique
de spin de AO-HDS peut être comprise par nucléation thermique de domaine magnétique
induite par Gradient thermique et propagation de paroi de domaine.

Au cours des dernières années, l’AO-HIS n’a jamais été observé dans les transition-
métaux terres-rares alliages, à l’exception du fait que la terre-rare est Gd. Pour étudier
les caractéristiques de Gd, on a cultivé et étudié une série d’alliages GdyR1�x�yCox (R
pour Tb, Dy ou Ho), l’AO-HIS peut être observé lorsque la composition de R est aussi
faible que 1,5% au voisinage du point de ferrimagnétique compensation. Les diagrammes
d’état décrivant les paramètres clés qui dépendent de la concentration de l’élément et
de la dynamique de spin dans divers échantillons ont été étudiés, ce qui donne quelques
suggestions sur l’origine de l’AO-HIS et ses applications futures en ingénierie.

Mots-clés : retournement tout-optique, renversement de l’aimantation, degré de spi-
rale lumineuse, dichroïsme circulaire magnétique, spintronique ultra-rapide



Abstract

To meet the future needs of high density, low power consumption, and fast rate of
magnetic storage technology, it is one of the urgent tasks in the field of spintronics to
develop a new method of magnetization manipulation with shorter magnetization reversal
time and lower energy consumption. Ultrashort pulsed laser technology offers a new way
to manipulate spins in femtosecond timescale, sparking great research interest in both
academia and industry.

Two methods of controlling magnetization by laser, all-optical helicity-dependent swit-
ching (AO-HDS) and all-optical helicity-independent switching (AO-HIS), are discovered
recently and raise numerous discussion on their mechanisms, behaviors and applications.
However, the origin of two phenomena is still largely debated, which will be the main task
of this thesis.

A Co/Pt multilayered stack exhibiting AO-HDS phenomenon is employed to study
the mechanism of AO-HDS. The film is fabricated to a 10�10 �m2 magnetic square on
a Hall bar and its switching behavior is observed optically and electrically at different
timescale. The switching of this magnetic unit can be demonstrated with ten consecutive
circularly polarized laser pulses. The spin dynamics of AO-HDS can be understood in
terms of the magnetic domain thermal nucleation and domain wall propagation driven by
thermal gradient.

For the past years, AO-HIS has never been observed in rare-earth transition-metal
alloys except when the rare-earth is Gd. To study the speciality of Gd, a complete series
of GdyR1�x�yCox (R represents Tb, Dy or Ho) alloys is grown and investigated, it is
demonstrated that AO-HIS can be observed when the composition of R is as low as 1.5%
near the compensation point of ferrimagnet. State diagrams describing the key parameters
depending on the elements concentrations and spin dynamics in various samples are stu-
died, providing some suggestion on the origin of AO-HIS and its engineering application
in the future.

Keywords : all-optical switching, magnetization reversal, light helicity, magnetic cir-
cular dichroism, ultrafast spintronics
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General Introduction

In 1956, IBM produced the first hard disk drive (HDD)1, it was a magnetic disk with
5 Mb data storage, which was a huge amount at that time. Now, over half century past,
a portable HDD with over 1 Tb data storage can be easily purchased under the discovery
and the application of giant magneto resistance effect2;3. With the massive information
explosion in 21st century, magnetic storage will still maintain lots of influence considering
its non-volatile capability and long-time-store capability. Because magnetic memory takes
advantage of the two different magnetic orientations of a unit to record information, the
writing method of changing the magnetization direction is always popular and necessary
to improve the storage performance including power consumption and calculation speed.

Indeed, conventional HDD use a magnetic head with a huge current-generated magne-
tic field to write-in the information. However, with the decreasing of grain and bit size,
high-coercivity material has to be used to maintain the thermal stability for high-density
storage, it brings challenges for the generated field of magnetic head as a result. Addi-
tionally, the moving magnetic head hinders the development of stability and portability
of a storage system. Hence, finding other solutions for magnetization manipulation is an
attractive topic in recent two decades. A main solution of writing methods is using spin
transfer torque (STT)4;5 or spin orbit torque (SOT)6;7 with the help of electric current
pulse, which is limited in the nanosecond timescale in traditional silicon-based integrated
circuits.

Another new approach to manipulate the magnetization is by using ultrashort laser
pulse, this is called all-optical switching (AOS) since no magnetic field or electrical cur-
rent is introduced in this phenomenon. Indeed, two different types of AOS have been
discovered so far : all-optical helicity-independent switching (AO-HIS) in which the ma-
gnetization can be switched by a single shot of pulse and its orientation is independent to
the helicity of light, and all-optical helicity-dependent switching (AO-HDS) in which the
magnetization orientation is determined by the helicity of light. The discovery of AOS has
raised lots of attention because the applicability of a single linearly or circularly polarized
ultrashort laser pulse to control the magnetization direction in ferromagnetic materials
would significantly increase the speed and energy efficiency of data manipulation and the-
refore revolutionize modern information technology. However, even though the material
system and switching behavior have been well studied over recent years, there are still
many debates and issues about the mechanisms behind both two types of AOS that have
not been solved so far.

Therefore, the main goal of this thesis is to study the behavior and dynamics of the
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Introduction

laser-induced process and attempt to give possible mechanisms behind them. This ma-
nuscript will be organized in 4 chapters. In Chapter 1, a state-of-the-art of AOS will be
presented, as well as some basic concepts and useful tools for better understanding the
laser-induced spintronics. In Chapter 2, experimental methods we have used in this thesis
will be introduced. In Chapter 3, we will dig into AO-HDS phenomenon, the magnetic
properties, switching behavior and spin dynamics of a series of Co/Pt multilayers will
be investigated. A combination of imaging system and electrical transportation helps to
reveal the behavior of magnetization during and after each pulse excitation. Based on the
experimental results, we will propose a model to describe the mechanism and some future
direction of AO-HDS will be suggested. In Chapter 4. we study the mechanism of AO-HIS
in a series of GdyR1�x�yCox (R represents Tb, Dy or Ho) alloys. Toggle magnetization
reversal by femtosecond laser pulse has been observed in most of the samples, even when
the Gd concentration y is as low as 1.5%. By studying the revolution of some key pa-
rameters that determine the switching properties among the samples, some rule can be
revealed to better understanding the mechanism of AO-HIS, as well as to identify the
ideal material and beam parameters for AOS devices from the aspect of energy efficiency
and system stability.

2



Chapitre 1

State-of-the-art of all-optical
switching

In this chapter, we will give a general overview of the discovery, mechanism and recent
progress on two phenomena of AOS.

1.1 The discovery of AOS

1.1.1 Two phenomena of AOS

The AOS was firstly observed by Stanciu et al.8 in 2007, they demonstrated that the
magnetization can be reversed with circularly polarized femtosecond laser pulses. The
sample was grown by magnetron sputtering in a multilayered structure : glass/AlTi(10
nm)/SiN(5 nm)/GdFeCo(20 nm)/SiN(60 nm), they excited the sample with a 40-fs laser
pulse train at a wavelength of 800 nm and a repetition rate of 1 kHz. As shown in figure
1.1 (a-b), White and black area correspond to M� and MC magnetization orientations
respectively, after sweeping the �C circularly polarized laser beams (resp. ��) from left
to right, the exposed M� area (resp. MC) has been switched to MC (resp. M�), and
MC area keeps their initial magnetization. For the area swept by linearly polarized (L)
laser, a multi-domain state is created in contrast. This work clearly demonstrated that
magnetization can be reversed with circularly polarized laser pulse without any applied
magnetic field. And in this phenomenon, the direction of magnetization is only determined
by the helicity of light, hence this type of behavior is referred as all-optical helicity-
dependent switching (AO-HDS).

In order to investigate the mechanism of AO-HDS, they tried to focus the static
laser pulse train on a domain wall as shown in figure 1.1 (c). The black, white and
gray area correspond to three different magnetic states respectively as : M�, MC and
multi-domain state. The multi-domain area consisting of many small randomly oriented
domains occupies the most area in the center of exposed area. While on the boarder of
multi-domain area, a clear ring can be observed, and �C (resp. ��) pulse train leads to a
MC (resp. M�) ring. For the linearly polarized laser, no ringlike switching can be seen,
replaced by a full multi-domain state. Because the fluence of laser spot from center to edge
follows a Gaussian distribution, and the ring area indicates a proper laser fluence window

3



State-of-the-art of all-optical switching 1.1. The discovery of AOS

where the light can perfectly manipulate the magnetization of sample. When the laser is
sweeping in one direction, even though the central area is demagnetized to multi-domain
state firstly, as the ring sweeps by, the magnetization is unified to the helicity of light in
the end. The result of Stanciu et al.8 firstly presented that magnetization can be reversed
in a reproducible way by light, since then, numerous studies on AOS have begun.

Figure 1.1 – The AO-HDS phenomenon in GdFeCo alloy. (a) The initial magnetic state
before laser exposure. White and black areas correspond to MC and M� domains, res-
pectively. (b) Domain pattern obtained by sweeping linear (L), right (�C), and left (��)
circularly polarized beams across the sample surface, with a laser fluence of about 11.4
mJ/cm2. (c) Images of the laser spot focused onto a domain wall during the 1 kHz pulsed
laser excitation with linear (L), right (�C), and left (��) circular polarization. The cen-
tral region is demagnetized (gray color) due to extensive heating. For circularly polarized
excitation, helicity-dependent switching takes place on the perimeter of the excited area.8

In 2011, Radu et al. reported a fantastic discovery in GdFeCo alloy9. They observed
that GdFeCo ferrimagnetic alloy with out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy can actually be
switched by a single linearly polarized femtosecond pulse. As shown in figure 1.2, after
sending the first femtosecond pulse on the material, the area exposed to the laser beam
will change its magnetization, and sending a second pulse on the same area can switch

4



State-of-the-art of all-optical switching 1.1. The discovery of AOS

the magnetization back. Every single pulse excitation will trigger a toggle magnetization
reversal, and such behavior is not related to the helicity of laser, hence it is referred as all-
optical helicity-independent switching (AO-HIS). The discovery of AO-HIS aroused great
interest among researchers, because using ultrashort light pulse to switch the magnetiza-
tion within several pico- or sub-picoseconds can be a promising method for ultrafast data
writing of magnetic memories and greatly improves the speed of data processing. Since
then, lots of similar results have been reported successively10–13, confirming the existence
of AO-HIS in GdFeCo alloys.

Figure 1.2 – The AO-HDS phenomenon in GdFeCo alloy. The magnetization is initially
saturated to (a) MC or (b) M�, after sending a linearly polarized femtosecond pulse on
the material, the area exposed to laser beam will change its magnetization, and sending
a second pulse on the same area can switch the magnetization back.9

Researchers began to realize that there are actually two phenomena of AOS : AO-HIS
where the switching can be accomplished with a single shot of laser pulse and is not
related to the helicity of light, and AO-HDS where the magnetization reversal is related
to the helicity of light. Meanwhile, many questions are aroused on the mechanism of AOS,
for AO-HDS, its origin can be simply interpreted as the different absorption of angular
momentum from circularly polarized laser, while for AO-HIS, linearly polarized laser pulse
brings no angular momentum but only heat. As a result, the enthusiasm of researchers
has been greatly stimulated since then, and a large number of studies have been reported
on these two different phenomena focusing on material systems, mechanisms and their
applications.

1.1.2 AO-HIS

After the first observation of AO-HIS in GdFeCo alloy, many attempts were carried out
to find other materials that exhibit this fascinating behavior. However, it is until recent
two years that some new materials without Gd have been found to show AO-HIS14–16,
while at the beginning, AO-HIS is only been found in Gd-based ferrimagnetic materials,
such as GdFeCo alloy9–13, GdCo alloy17–19, Gd/Co multilayers20;21. Indeed, GdFeCo alloy
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is composed of two sublattices : Gd and FeCo, and they are antiferromagnetic coupled,
which means their magnetization is always opposite to each other at room temperature,
such similar structures which are composed of rare-earth materials and transition-metal
materials (RE-TM) have been extensively studied on AO-HIS, such as TbCo alloy22–24,
DyCo alloy25, HoCo alloy26, but none of these materials has shown a typical AO-HIS
when Gd is absent. There are lots of reasons why Gd is so special that lead to its sdpecial
behavior, for example, Radu et al. studied the demagnetization time of Gd when exposed
to femtosecond laser9, which is considered to be the most possible origin of AO-HIS ;
Zhang et al. studied the influence of spin-orbit coupling of Gd by engineering a series
of Gd1�x�yTbyCox samples24 ; Ceballos et al. proposed that engineering the element
specific damping of material would be a possible direction to explain AO-HIS in GdCo
and find AO-HIS in other materials23. According to all the reports so far, it seems that
the material to show AO-HIS has to possess two antiferromagnetic coupled sublattices,
and Gd is indispensable in the material.

There are still lots of debates on its exact microscopic mechanism, but the pure ther-
mal origin of AO-HIS is well recognized when Wilson et al. demonstrated a magneti-
zation reversal in GdFeCo by hot-electrons27. They studied a sample of Pt(5 nm)/Au(h
nm)/GdFeCo(10 nm) trilayers irradiated at the Pt surface as shown in figure 1.3. AO-HIS
can be observed from GdFeCo side in all samples varying Au thickness h from 0 to 200 nm.
In this work, the Pt/Au layer serves as an optical absorber and generates thermal current
differs to GdFeCo layer. This is an exciting report to prove that AO-HIS could be a pure
thermal effect and opens a door to ultrafast magnetization manipulation in spintronic
devices. Then, Yong et al. observed same result in a similar structure and demonstrated
that the reversal takes place in 5 picoseconds28. All above results indicate that ultrafast
heating of the electronic system is the driving force of AO-HIS in GdFeCo. Besides optical
pulse or hot-electron pulse, Yang et al. demonstrated that a picosecond electrical current
pulse is able to reverse the magnetization in GdFeCo as well29. Therefore, the ultrafast
magnetization reversal can be attributed to an instantaneous injection of energy, here
"instantaneous" refers to the scale of pico- or sub-picosecond, and ultrashort optical pulse
is just one of the energy injection methods leads to AO-HIS.

Although the first observation of AO-HIS in GdFeCo has been observed in 2011, it
was until 2020 that the second material exhibits AO-HIS was demonstrated14. Banerjee et
al. reported the toggle switching in half-metallic ferrimagnetic Heusler alloy Mn2RuxGa
(MRG). Another recent progress in new materials is from Avilés-Félix et al.15, AO-HIS
in Tb/Co multilayers was firstly demonstrated, this result is very astonishing because
single-shot switching has never been shown in TbCo or other RE-TM alloys except Gd-
TM alloys.
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Figure 1.3 – Magnetization reversal by hot-electrons in GdFeCo. (a) A laser pulse ir-
radiates the Pt surface and deposits energy in the electrons of Pt and Au. Hot-electrons
diffuse across the Au layer to GdFeCo layer. (b) The magnetization can be reversed by
such hot-electron pulse as it is switched by ultrashort laser pulse.27

1.1.3 AO-HDS

Comparing to AO-HIS, AO-HDS is a more general phenomenon because it has been
demonstrated in various materials. After its first observation in GdFeCo8, AO-HDS in
other amorphous RE-TM ferrimagnetic alloy films like TbCo30 and TbFe31 have been
reported. Then Mangin et al. concluded that AO-HDS can be observed not only in RE-
TM alloys but also in a broad range of materials, including RE-TM multilayers and
heterostructures26. Not only in ferrimagnetic materials, AO-HDS has also been observed
in ferromagnetic materials, Lambert et al. studied numerous ferromagnetic multilayer
systems including Co/Pt, Co/Pd and Co/Ni32, all these material systems exhibit typical
AO-HDS phenomenon. All these reports indicate that AO-HDS can exist in most material
including RE-TM system and ferromagnetic system.

In 2017, a unique type of AO-HDS phenomenon was reported in cobalt-substituted
yttrium iron garnet (YIG :Co)33. YIG :Co is an optically transparent ferrimagnetic die-
lectric which has four magnetic states and complex domain pattern due to its special
magneto-crystalline structure as shown in figure 1.4 (a). The magnetic state after an irra-
diation of laser pulse can be manipulated by the polarization of pulse as shown in figure
1.4 (b), a single laser pulse polarized along [100] axis will lead to a switching from M .L/

C

to M .L/
C and another switching from M .S/

� to M .S/
C at the same time, and all the

magnetization can be restored by pumping a pulse polarized along [010] axis. This work
demonstrated the first single-shot AO-HDS phenomenon and open up a new opportunity
for the design and development of opto-magnetic memory device. However, YIG :Co is
a very special magnetic material compares to conventional and popular ferromagnetic
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Figure 1.4 – (a) Four magnetic states and domain structure of YIG :Co. (b) single-shot
AO-HDS phenomenon in YIG :Co, a single laser pulse polarized along the [100] axis will
lead to a switching from M .L/

C to M .L/
C and another switching from M .S/

� to M .S/
C

at the same time, and all the magnetization can be restored by pumping with a pulse
polarized along [010] axis33.

materials, and there is no other material has been found to exhibit such single-shot and
helicity-dependent switching so far.

The discovery of magnetization reversal by laser pulse in GdFeCo by Stanciu et al.8

attracted great interest among researchers, due to its advantage of ultrafast manipulation
of magnetization and mysterious opto-magnetic interaction. However, before the well un-
derstanding of AO-HIS, the presentation of AO-HDS in vast material further complicated
the study of AOS phenomenon. Even though more and more new materials show AO-HIS
or AO-HDS are being dug up and the dynamics of switching process has been well studied,
the mechanism behind AOS remains mysterious so far, which is also the main concern of
this thesis.

1.2 Laser induced spin dynamics in magnetic films

Before understanding the physics behind AOS, it is necessary to introduce some basic
concepts in magnetism, light and their interactions. All the samples discussed in this thesis
show perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), which means the magnetic moments
aligned perpendicular to the film plane. PMA is a crucial factor for magnetic film in
emerging spin-electronic technology, and most of the research on AOS is based on systems
with PMA, so is this thesis. In the following, we will start by presenting the magnetic
interactions that help for the establishment of PMA in magnetic film.

1.2.1 Magnetic interactions

Heisenberg exchange interaction

8
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In a ferromagnetic system, atomic magnetic moments can overcome the adverse effect
of thermal disturbance and be arranged orderly, this can be well explained by Weiss
molecular field theory and Heisenberg model.

The interaction between two electron spins is called exchange interaction, and this kind
of interaction is the result of the competition between Pauli’s exclusion principle and the
Coulomb interaction. The Heisenberg exchange interaction thinks, exchange interaction
between atoms strongly exists in magnetic materials, and only between neighboring atoms.
The spin interaction energy between atoms can be expressed as :

Eex D �2J

Z
�!
Si �
�!
Sj (1.1)

Where J is called exchange integral and �!S is the total spin moment of corresponding
atom. If J is positive, the system favors a ferromagnetic state at which the system energy
will be minimized, whereas the negative J leads to antiferromagnetic state. This gives the
reason why the spins tend to be aligned in parallel or antiparallel.

From Heisenberg model, the conditions for materials exhibit ferromagnetic behavior
are : first, the atom has an incomplete electron shell, that is, the material has atomic
magnetic moment ; second, the exchange integral J has to be positive.

Zeeman interaction
A magnetic moment � tends to align towards an external magnetic field H , as the

needle on a compass aligns to the earth’s magnetic field. The interaction between the
magnetic moment and external field is called Zeeman interaction :

ıEZ D ��0H � � (1.2)

And the total energy :

EZ D ��0

•
H.r/ �M .r/ d 3r (1.3)

Dipolar interaction
A magnetic moment � has its own environment which brings influence to its neigh-

boring spins, this is called dipolar interaction. The environment can be understood as a
magnetic field HD related to the distance to the magnetic moment r :

HD D
1

4�

"
.�!� � �!r / � �!r

r5
�
�

r3

#
(1.4)

In a permanent magnetized sample �!M , the total dipolar field is the sum of all individual
dipolar fields of its many small magnetic dipoles. The dipolar field outside the magnetic
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material is called "stray field", and inside the material is called "demagnetizing field"
because it points to the opposite direction of �!M and tends to lower the total magnetization
of system. Under this demagnetizing field, the demagnetizing energy is defined as :

Ed D �
1

2

Z
V

��!
HD �

�!
MdV (1.5)

But the computation of dipolar interaction considering all the elements in an actual
material would be very complicate. Hence, there is another way to represent the total
dipolar field as :

HT
D D �N �

�!
M (1.6)

Where N is the demagnetizing tensor. Consider the case of a simple ellipsoid, the
demagnetizing field can be written as :

HT
D D �

0B@ Nxx 0 0

0 Nyy 0

0 0 Nzz

1CA � �!M (1.7)

And Nxx C Nyy C Nzz D 4� . For a thin film with magnetization along z-axis, which
is the only case that will be discussed in this thesis, the ellipsoid can be considered with
two infinite axis and then Nxx D Nyy D 0, Nzz D 4� . Hence, the demagnetizing energy
per volume can be expressed as :

ED D 2�M
2
z (1.8)

It is been called the shape anisotropy to describe the relationship between the dema-
gnetizing energy and the shape of sample. From the equation, it can be seen that the
demagnetizing energy is minimized when the magnetization points to in-plane (Mz D 0),
which means that the shape anisotropy favors to bring magnetization to in-plane.

Magneto-crystalline anisotropy
In this thesis, Co/Pt film owns a strong out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy, however,

when the magnetization points to its z-axis, the demagnetizing energy reaches a maximum
and the shape anisotropy tends to bring magnetization to in-plane. Therefore, in order to
keep PMA in Co/Pt film, the shape anisotropy must be overcome.

When measuring the magnetization curve of a single crystal material, it comes that the
shape of curve is related to the crystal axis of material. Figure 1.5 demonstrates the ma-
gnetization curve follows different crystal direction in single crystal Fe, the magnetization
shows anisotropy with different crystal direction, and this is called magneto-crystalline
anisotropy (MCA). Because of MCA, there are some directions easier to be magnetized
([100] for Fe for instance), and these directions are called easy axis of magnetization,
otherwise they are called hard axis.

With the concept of energy, the MCA can be well understood. The work required from
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Figure 1.5 – Magnetization curve follows different crystal direction in single crystal Fe.
Saturation is reached at lower field in [100] direction (easy axis) than in [111] direction
(hard axis).

demagnetized state to saturation state for a ferromagnetic system is :Z M

0

�0H � dM D

Z M

0

dE D E .M/ �E.0/ (1.9)

The work for magnetizing, which is the left part of the equation, is determined by the
area size between the magnetization curve and vertical MH axis. The right part of the
equation is the free energy increased during magnetizing, also called MCA energy. From
figure 1.5, the MCA energy varies following different crystal direction in ferromagnetic
crystal. Obviously, the anisotropy energy is minimized following the easy axis.

For hexagonal crystals such as Co, the hexagonal c-axis is the easy axis, and the
plane to which c-axis is orthogonal is a hard plane of magnetizing. The anisotropy energy
EK can be described as :

EK D K
0

1sin2� CK
0

2sin4� C � � � (1.10)

Here, K 01 and K
0

2 are called anisotropy constants, and the uniaxial anisotropy is mainly
determined by the value of these constants. If K 01 D K

0

2 D 0, the ferromagnet is isotropic ;
if K 01 and K 02 are positive, EK is minimized when � D 0, meaning the c-axis is an easy
axis ; if K 01 and K

0

2 are negative, the plane orthogonal to c-axis is an easy axis ; if K 01 and
K
0

2 are of different sign, the boundary between uniaxial and planar anisotropy is defined
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by K 01 D �K
0

2. In room temperature, all the anisotropy constant of Co is positive and it
gets c-axis as the easy axis.

The magnetization tends to point to the easy axis because of the existence of MCA,
acting like a magnetic field HK is pulling the magnetization. The field HK is called MCA
field. Similarly, HK in hexagonal crystal materials like Co can be described as :

EK D
2K

0

1

�0MS

(1.11)

Interfacial anisotropy
In 1954, Louis Néel proposed an interfacial contribution to MCA34. With the impro-

vement of film deposition technology, the growth of very thin film in sub-nanometer scale
had been realized, and this interfacial contribution was evidenced. The crystalline sym-
metry responsible for the quenching of orbital momentum is lost when the film thickness
downs to the order of few atomic monolayers, and the increase of orbital momentum
can be observed at the interface, leading a local enhancement of anisotropy. This phe-
nomenon is especially obvious when a ferromagnetic material is interfaced with material
showing large spin-orbit coupling, such as Pt, Ta, Ir. The interfacial anisotropy constant
KS (in J/m2) can be used to describe the interaction by this interfacial phenomenon. The
corresponding energy can be written as :

EA D �
KSV

tFM
.m � u/2 (1.12)

Where tFM is the magnetic layer thickness and u is the direction of easy axis.
In a very thin film, like Co/Pt multilayers, the bulk MCA is usually neglected since the

samples grown by physical vapor deposition is usually amorphous and their body effect is
very weak. The interfacial anisotropy is dominant and becomes the main origin of PMA.

Perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
Finally, the sum of demagnetizing energy, MCA energy and interfacial anisotropy

energy defines the direction of the easy axis of a sample. Therefore, we can use an effective
anisotropy constant to determine the easy axis :

Keff D
KS

tFM
CKV � 2�M

2
s (1.13)

In this equation, the first term indicates the interfacial anisotropy, the second term
is the bulk MCA which is not dominant in our case, and the third term is the shape
anisotropy. The magnetization orientation is the result of the competition of shape aniso-
tropy and interfacial anisotropy if we ignore the MCA. When Keff is positive, meaning
the interfacial anisotropy is greater and the sample will show a perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy. Otherwise, the magnetization lays within the sample’s plane.
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1.2.2 Magnetic domains and domain wall

Magnetic domains
In ferromagnetic materials, exchange interaction exists between the electron spins of

different atoms, the magnetizations of neighboring atoms will favor the same orientation
below Curie temperature (TC ). Both theory and practice have proven the domain structure
will form in a bulk ferromagnetic crystal under TC , the magnetization orientation is unified
inside each domain and varies between different domains. So that all the magnetization
of domains is compensated and the system shows zero net magnetization in general under
zero external magnetic field. A typical domain width is in the scale of about 10 �m,thus
the volume is about 103 �m3 and about 1014 magnetic atoms is contained in such a
domain.

Why does the domain structure appears in ferromagnetic crystal ? What affects the
size, shape and distribution of domain ? Indeed, the formation and properties of domain
are determined by its minimum total free energy. As we discussed above, there are several
interactions exist in a ferromagnetic system, and their corresponding energies are exchange
energy (Eex), Zeeman energy (EZ), demagnetizing energy (ED), MCA energy (EK) and
interfacial anisotropy energy (EA). According to the principles of thermodynamics, a
stable magnetic state must correspond to a state where the total free energy is minimized,
the appearance of domain is the inevitable result from that a magnetic system balances
its magnetization distribution and satisfies the principle of minimum energy.

In Co/Pt multilayers without the force of external magnetic field or stress, the ma-
gnetizatic state will be determined by the minimum total free energy of Eex, ED and EA.
Eex results in the same spin orientation of neighboring atoms, leading to spontaneous
magnetization ; while EA is the reason why the spin orientation points to the easy axis.
Hence, Eex and EA are minimized when the magnetization is saturated to easy axis and
no domain will be generated. However, a uniform magnetization will cause the free pole
at the surface of magnetic crystal with certain size and shape, leading to demagnetizing
field. Demagnetizing field increases the total free energy and the spontaneous magneti-
zing state is no more stable. In order to decrease the surface demagnetizing energy, the
spontaneous magnetization distribution has to be changed. Consequently, lots of regions
with opposite orientation are generated in ferromagnetic system, every region is called a
domain.

Domain wall
After the domains are formed, there is a transition on the order of 103 atoms wide

between two neighboring domains, this transition is called domain wall (DW). In DW,
the magnetic moment also follows the principle of minimum energy and gradually changes
from one direction to another. Because the magnetization orientations are different inside
the DW, the exchange energy and MCA energy will increase, constituting DW energy.
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Even though forming more domains decreases the demagnetizing energy, meanwhile, crea-
ting more DWs elevates the system energy considering DW energy. Therefore, the number
of domains is the results of the collective effect of ED and DW energy.

Here we use a simplified model to calculate DW energy. Assuming that the spins rotate
from � D 0 to � D � in N atom layers. The exchange energy between to atoms is :

Eex D �2AS
2cos� (1.14)

Where A is the the exchange stiffness constant. For a simple cubic lattice, where a is
the lattice constant, the number of atoms per unit area in each atom layer is 1=a2, and
the number of neighboring spin pears per unit area in DW is N=a2. The stored exchange
energy per unit area in DW is :

ex D AS
2 �

2

Na2
(1.15)

The above equation indicates that, the thicker of the DW, the less exchange energy in
DW.

On the other hand, every spin in DW deviates the direction of easy axis, causing the
increase of MCA energy. The incremental of MCA energy per unit area in DW can be
expressed as :

K D
NaK

0

1

2
(1.16)

Then, by calculating the minimum of .exCK/, the thickness of DW can be obtained :

ı D �S

s
2A

aK
0

1

(1.17)

And the DW energy per unit area is :

W D
p
2�S

s
K
0

1A

a
(1.18)

According to the way of spin transitioning from one direction to another, the DW can
be classified to two types : Bloch wall and Néel wall, as illustrated in figure 1.6. In Bloch
wall, the spins are parallel to the plane of the DW during the transition, so that there
is no free pole generated on the surface of DW, which makes sure that no demagnetizing
field will be caused and the DW energy is minimized. But poles appear at the up and
down surface of crystal, so usually Bloch wall shows up in a bulk material where the
demagnetizing energy is ignorable.

Unlike Bloch wall, Néel wall is more favorable in an ultrathin magnetic film mostly.
In Néel wall, the spins rotate following the normal direction of the film plane, then free
poles generated on the two sides of DW. But when the DW width ı is much greater than
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Figure 1.6 – Illustration of (a) Bloch wall and (b) Néel wall.

the film thickness, the demagnetizing field on the sides of DW is very small. To conclude,
Bloch wall energy increases with decreasing the film thickness while Néel wall is opposite.
Therefore, Bloch wall is more stable in a thick bulk ferromagnetic material and Néel wall
is more stable in thin film.

1.2.3 Models of spin dynamics

It is important to understand the spin dynamics in ultrafast laser-induced magneti-
zation experiments, in this section we present some models to explain the spin dynamics
under external magnetic field first.

Static micro magnetism – Brown equation
When a micro magnetic system reaches its minimum of Gibbs free energy, the ther-

modynamics of this system reach equilibrium. And the Brown’s equations allow one to
find this equilibrium solution :

�!m �Heff D 0 (1.19)

And its boundary condition :

@E
0

@m
C

@E

@.rm/
� n D 0 (1.20)

It means that the magnetization has to be parallel to the effective field Heff within
the body at the equilibrium, or the torque exerted on magnetization byHeff must vanish.
Where Heff is the sum of external field, exchange field, demagnetizing field, and MCA
field :

Heff D HZ CHext CHD CHA D �
1

�0MS

@Etot

@m
(1.21)

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation
Brown equation gives the magnetization arrangement at the equilibrium, but the spin

dynamics has to be studied when it comes to the magnetization revolution with time. For
a magnetic moment m and its corresponding angular moment P , they satisfy :

�0
�!m D �0P (1.22)
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Where 0 is the absolute value of the gyromagnetic ratio :

0 D
g jej

2mec
(1.23)

Where g is the Landé splitting factor, e is the electron charge, me is the electron mass
and c is the speed of light.

Under the force of effective field Heff , the magnetic moment feels the torque L :

L D �0
�!m �Heff (1.24)

The precession of the spin magnetic moment around the field can be described as :

dP

dt
D �0

�!m �Heff (1.25)

And by recalling the definition of magnetization vector �!m , the following continuum
gyromagnetic precession model can be obtained :

@�!m

@t
D �0

�!m �Heff (1.26)

From the equation, the length of vector �!m is constant, and the movement track of the
vector end can be seen as a circle, that is to say the magnetization vector �!m is doing a
non-dissipative precession.

While indeed, the precession of �!m will not last forever in real materials, because of the
interaction with its environment, energy is been consumed. If there is no applied external
torque, the end of �!m will spiral to the direction of Heff gradually.

In 1955, Thomas Gilbert introduced a phenomenological damping effect into the pre-
cession of magnetization and came up with Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation35 :

@�!m

@t
D �0

�!m �
�!
H eff C

�ˇ̌̌
�!m
ˇ̌̌�!m � @�!m

@t
(1.27)

Where the second term is the Gilbert damping term, and � is the Gilbert damping
factor, it indicates the speed that �!m rotates to Heff . The origin of damping could be
magnon-magnon interaction, magnon-phonon interaction etc. The value of � can be mea-
sured using some methods like ferromagnetic resonance36. Even though the damping term
cannot be rigorously calculated by energy transfer equations, but it describes the spin dy-
namics precisely.

Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch equation
However, LLG equation is a low temperature approach, in the story of AOS, thermal

effect from laser dominates the physical behavior of the system. Landau-Lifshitz-Bloch
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(LLB) equation combines the LLG equation at low temperature and the Bloch equation
at high temperature. For �!m is the spin polarization normalized to its zero-temperature
value, the LLB equation can be written in the form :

@�!m

@t
D 

h
�!m �

�!
H eff

i
� �k

�
�!m �
�!
H eff

�
�!m

m2
C �?

Œ�!m � Œ�!m �
�!
H eff ��

m2
(1.28)

In LLB equation, the length of �!m is not assumed to be constant and its equilibrium
value is temperature dependent. Comparing to LLG equation considering the usual preces-
sion and relaxation terms, the LLB equation also contains the term controls longitudinal
relaxation. �k and �? are the longitudinal and transverse damping parameters respecti-
vely, for T < T C :

�k D
2�T

3TC
(1.29)

�? D �.1 �
T

3TC
/ (1.30)

For T < T C :
�k D �? D

2�T

3TC
(1.31)

Here � can be considered to characterizes the coupling between spins and the heat bath.
The LLB equation can be very useful not only for the ultrafast laser induced magnetization
dynamics, but also for the domain wall motion by the thermal gradient which could be
one of the origins of AO-HDS.

1.2.4 Laser induced ultrafast demagnetization

Indeed, pulse laser technology has already been used to detect the relaxation time of
electron-phonon coupling in non-magnetic metals for a long time. In 1987, Elsayed-Ali
et al. demonstrated that the relaxation time in electron-phonon is in the order of several
picoseconds37. Later, Fann et al. studied the relaxation time of hot-electrons in Au by
similar methods38. During that period, a very important model called two temperature
model was proposed to explain the coupling between electrons and phonons, this model
has been widely used in lateral research on the ultrafast demagnetization of magnetic
materials.

Afterwards, researchers started to study the laser induced dynamics in magnetic ma-
terials. Agranat et al. did not observed demagnetization in Ni thin film using picosecond
laser pulses, but with nanosecond pulses39. Based on this, they proposed that the spin
relaxation time is in the scale of tens of nanoseconds, which matches to the spin-lattice
relaxation time. Later, Vaterlaus et al. reported that the spin-lattice relaxation time in
Gd film is about 100 picoseconds by time resolved spin-polarized photoemission with pi-
cosecond laser pulse40. Another similar experiment shows that the spin relaxation time
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is between 30 ps and 20 ns in polycrystalline thin film of iron41. Before the year of 1996,
scientists generally considered that the responsing time of spin to the light matches to
the spin-lattice relaxation time, from tens of picoseconds to even nanoseconds.

Figure 1.7 – Ultrafast demagnetization phenomenon induced by a 60-fs pump laser pulse
in a Ni(20 nm)/MgF2(100 nm) film.42

In 1996, Beaurepaire et al. reported an influential result42. They employed a pump
laser with 60-fs pulse duration to measure time resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect, and
observed an ultrafast demagnetization phenomenon, which is less than 1 ps, in Ni thin
film, as shown in figure 1.7. This work is of great significance because they revealed that
the response of spin to light is in the scale of femtosecond. Since then, lots of similar results
have been reported successively. Hohlfeld et al. observed similar phenomenon in Ni film
with the help of time resolved second harmonic effect43, and they showed the magnetiza-
tion changes with temperature follows the rule of classical thermal balance in 300 fs after
the laser excitation. The ultrafast demagnetization in Co thin film also been demonstra-
ted and its demagnetization time is even less than 50 fs, and Co thin film can be fully
demagnetized when the laser fluence is high enough44. Later, Scholl er al. observed two
different demagnetization process in two different time scale by femtosecond spin-resolved
two-photon photoemission45 : one is a very fast process in a subpicosecond time scale,
and reaches 20% of demagnetization, maybe due to an excitation of Stoner pairs by hot
electrons gas ; the second one is a slow process lasting for a few hundreds of picoseconds,
which could be the spin-lattice interaction. This explanation made a connection to the
previous results before the year of 1996.

Except for typical 3d metals Fe, Co and Ni, in the past 25 years, ultrafast demagne-
tization phenomenon has also been reported in massive and various systems, including
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alloy or multilayers like NiFe, CoPt3, GdFeCo, Fe/Gd, Co/Pt46, oxide system like CrO2,
Sr2FeMoO6, La1�xSrxMnO3 47–49, and magnetic semiconductors like InMnAs50.

However, it is undeniable that our understanding of ultrafast demagnetization is not
deep and accurate enough until now, with the discovery of AOS, more and more fundamen-
tal physics still need to be well explained. In the following, we will introduce some basic
solutions and models most often used to study ultrafast demagnetization phenomenon.

1.2.5 Models of ultrafast laser induced spin dynamics

Phenomenological three-temperature model (3TM)
The nature of 3TM is to transfer the ultrafast spin dynamics into a relaxation of

thermal effect. In this model, the electron, lattice and spin are regarded as three thermal
baths which are coupled with each other, and their temperatures are changing under
the excitation of external energy. Firstly, because the heat capacity of electron system
is relatively small, its temperature increases rapidly, in the following the lattice and the
spin are driven to change their temperatures. Because the three baths are coupled in
specific coupling constants, the system will relax to an equilibrium state in the end. The
three-temperature model can be described by the following three differential equations :
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Where, S.t/ represent the energy from laser, C is the heat capacity of three systems, G
is the coupling strength between each other and T is their temperature respectively. 3TM
assumes that the laser-induced ultrafast heating only occurs in the electron bath. A classic
behavior of three temperatures with time was given by Beaurepaire et al. in figure 1.842.
The electron temperature rapidly rises up above Curie temperature and reaches a peak
within the first 500 fs, this indicates that most of the laser energy is absorbed by electrons
instantaneously due to electron-electron interactions51. Then the electron temperature
experiences an exponential-like decay until reaching a saturation temperature at 550 K.
The spin temperature rises much slower than electron temperature, but follows the same
trend as the electron temperature after reaching a broad maximum Ts D 580K at 2 ps.
The decay of electron temperature is because electrons transfer their energy to the lattice
by electron-phonon interaction, leading to the increase of lattice temperature. In the end,
the three thermalized baths reach a quasi-equilibrium state.

The advantage of 3TM is that people can easily understand and accept ultrafast de-
magnetization phenomenon from the phenomenological point of view, until now, it is still
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Figure 1.8 – (a) Spin (Ts) and electron (Te) temperatures from experiment, where open
squares are Te and solid dots are Ts. (b) Calculated spin (Ts), electron (Te) and lattice
(Tp) temperatures from 3TM.42

of great significance for a beginner in ultrafast spin dynamics. But there are two disadvan-
tages of this model, first, it only considers the energy transfer between three thermalized
reservoirs but ignores the exchange of angular moment, which is more important especially
when one considers the revolution of spin ; second, 3TM only reveals the spin tempera-
ture with time, however, it is meaningless to define the spin temperature under high
non-equilibrium state, the revolution of magnetization with time is more important.

Atomistic spin dynamics model
the atomistic spin dynamics model is based on the phenomenological LLG equation.

Let’s now rewrite the LLG eqaution to describe the dynamics of spin Si at each localized
lattice as :
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Where the effective field �!H i is derived from :
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where the first term describes the spin exchange interaction, the second and third terms
represent the effective anisotropy energy and Zeeman energy respectively.

However, LLG equation cannot be directly used to describe the laser induced spin
dynamics because it does not consider the thermal effect by laser excitation. To solve
this problem, a way is to introduce Langevin dynamics based on an approach developed
by Brown52, which is to add thermal fluctuation to each atom. The thermal fluctuation
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�.t/ is a Gaussian distribution with the white-noise characteristics, hence, based on LLG
equation, a thermal-effect field Hth is added to the effective field52 :

Hth D �.t/

s
2�kBT

�s�t
(1.37)

Where kB is the Boltzmann constant, �s is the atomics magnetic moment and �t is
the integration time for each atom. And T is the most important parameter whose value
equals to the electron temperature Te calculated from electron-phonon two temperature
model :
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Therefore, by iterating over each atom and averaging all the atoms using LLG equation
considering thermal-effect field, the revolution of magnetization over time can be obtained.
This model has been widely used to simulate and analysis the process of laser-induced
spin dynamics.

Micro three temperature model (M3TM)
Similar to phenomenological 3TM, the M3TM, proposed by Koopmans et al.53–55,

also considers the system as three thermal baths : electron, phonon, spin. The difference
is that M3TM considers not only the energy transfer between the three thermal baths,
but the angular moment dissipation during the process. This model allows researchers
to understand the physical mechanism of ultrafast demagnetization from a microscopic
perspective, especially from the perspective of electron scattering. The M3TM model
suggests that the ultrafast demagnetization is mediated by Elliott-Yafet-like scattering
mechanism56. In this mechanism, the spin-mixing of electronic state due to spin-orbit
coupling is very important, the spin would flip during the electron-phonon momentum
scattering events because of the mix state. The M3TM model describes the ultrafast
demagnetization as :
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Where Te, Tp and m are electron temperature, phonon temperature and magnetization
in z direction respectively, � is the thermal conductivity of electrons. R describes the
demagnetizing speed of material system, its dependence on relevant magnetic parameter
is given by R / asf T 2C=�s, where asf is the spin-flip probability. M3TM is able to explain
the two-step demagnetization phenomenon by the huge difference of TC=�s in different
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materials57. For instance, Gd is a typical material that shows two-step demagnetization,
its atomic magnetic moment and Curie temperature TC are �s D 7:55 �B , TC D 297 K
respectively, the value of TC=�s is 1/25 to that in Ni. Therefore, the large magnetic
moment and low TC yielded a lower demagnetization rate for Gd.

1.3 AO-HIS in ferrimagnetic materials

In the first section of this chapter, we introduced the discovery of two phenomena
of AOS, in the following two sections we will discuss about AO-HIS and AO-HDS in
more depth. We will first introduce some recent progress in the material systems, spin
dynamics and mechanisms in AO-HIS in this section, because AO-HDS is a relatively
more complicate phenomenon involving different timescales and helicity of light.

1.3.1 Mechanism of AO-HIS in RE-TM system

As we already known, the first observation of AO-HIS was demonstrated in GdFeCo
alloy9, which is an amorphous RE-TM ferrimagnet, the magnetization of RE and TM
sublattice are opposite to each other in out-of-plane direction. The net magnetization of
RE-TM can be adjusted over a wide range by changing the temperature or the concen-
tration of elements, at a certain temperature or concentration, the magnetizations of two
sublattices can be perfectly compensated and shows zero net magnetization, then this
temperature or concentration is called compensation temperature TM or compensation
point xcomp.

Based on the demonstration of toggle switching using ultrashort hot-electrons pulse28

and current pulse29, the pure thermal origin of AO-HIS is now well accepted and the
temperature evolutions of electrons and phonons have to be studied. The energy transfer
between photons, electrons and phonons can be calculated by 3TM accompanies with
angular momentum transfer, which is considered to be important to lead the switching.
Because of conservation of angular momentum and the negligible dissipation of angular
momentum to the electromagnetic field, the source of such angular momentum must come
from the material itself. Thence AO-HIS is only expected to be exhibited in materials with
two antiferromagnetic coupled sublattices, after the first observation in GdFeCo, various
Gd-based RE-TM materials are reported to exhibit AO-HIS, such as GdCo alloy17–19,
Gd/Co multilayers20;21, GdTbCo alloy24. But we have reason to believe all these mate-
rials share identical mechanism, considering their similar magnetic properties, switching
behavior and ultrafast dynamics.

Radu et al. used a technique called X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) mea-
sured the dynamics of two sublattices in GdFeCo film9, the results provided an important
idea for the mechanism study of AO-HIS. As shown in figure 1.9, two sublattices shows
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Figure 1.9 – Element-resolved spin dynamics of Fe and Gd magnetic moments by time-
resolved XMCD in (a) the first 3 ps and (b) 12 ps. The solid lines are fit according to a
double exponential function, the dashed lines depict the spin dynamics of Fe sublattice
taken with the opposite sign.9

distinct dynamics, indeed, the TM moment is quenched in 300 fs, whereas the demagneti-
zation of Gd is much slower and takes about 1.5 ps. Thereafter, their respective magnetic
moment is rebuilt in the opposite direction in 12 ps. A transient ferromagnetic-like state
appears at approximately 1 ps as a consequence of the difference in reversal time. The
different demagnetization rate was originally understood from M3TM as we introduced
in previous section55, where the large magnetic moment and low TC leads to a low dema-
gnetization rate in Gd.

Mentink et al. developed a model to explain the magnetization reversal by conside-
ring the spin angular momentum flow58, the generated angular momentum dSi

dt
in two

sublattice due to ultrafast demagnetization are described as :

dS1

dt
D �e .H1 �H2/C �1H1 (1.43)

dS2

dt
D �e .H2 �H1/C �2H2 (1.44)

Where the first term on the right side represents the angular momentum transfer
between sublattices through the coupling strength �e due to the exchange scattering
of electron spins, and the second term is the angular momentum that transfers to the
environment, �1 and �2 describe the coupling strength between each sublattice and its
environment, they can be described by the longitudinal relaxation time in the Bloch
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equation :
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H1 and H2 are the effective magnetic fields Hi D �ıW=ıSi which are derived from
the magnetic energy W , and there is :
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describes the exchange energy responsible for the formation of macroscopic

magnetic moment in each sublattice, and the third term describes the exchange interaction
of two sublattices. In this case, a larger damping parameter and smaller magnetic moment
in TM leads to a larger �i , which is the strength of coupling to the environment, and
that explains why the demagnetization rate of TM is much faster than that of Gd. The
significant difference of demagnetization rate for Gd and TM and the angular momentum
transfer between the two are essential for AO-HIS. This theoretical framework has been
used to explain the spin dynamics methods for GdFeCo and MnRuGa alloys59;60. Based
on the theory of demagnetization rate, the magnetization dynamics of AO-HIS are well
reproduced with atomistic spin dynamics model10 in a wide range of pulse duration and
alloy composition61.

1.3.2 Spin-valves

Another pathway to exhibit or to study AO-HIS is the ultrafast spin-transport in
metallic multilayers. It has been theoretically predicted that ultrafast demagnetization is
caused by spin-polarized excited electron diffusion in the superdiffusive regime62 and the
spin angular momentum will be transferred from ferromagnetic layer to a nonmagnetic
layer in metallic films.

Melnikov et al. experimentally observed this phenomenon in Fe/Au multilayers firstly63.
In this work, after the Fe layer was irradiated by a 35-fs laser pulse, the spin accumu-
lation signal in Au layer can be detected. The spin accumulation dynamics in Au layer
is shown in figure 1.10 (a-b). Later, Choi et al. designed a clever experiment as shown
in figure 1.10 (c)64, they deposited a multilayered structure of Pt/FM1/Cu/FM2, where
FM1 and FM2 are two ferromagnetic layers whose easy axis are orthogonal to each other.
The laser pulse excites the Pt layer and leads the demagnetization of FM1, then the spin
accumulation in Cu layer and spin transfer torque in FM2 has been detected. This result
proves the present of spin-current generation due to ultrafast demagnetization. Based on
this, many works have shown the ultrafast demagnetization dynamics due to the angular
momentum transfer in spin-valves53;65, which is a structure consisting two collinear ferro-
magnetic layers separated by a nonmagnetic metal layer66, as well as in similar structure
of two noncollinear ferromagnetic layers64;67;68.
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Figure 1.10 – Spin accumulation dynamics of Au layer in Fe/Au bilayer in (a) the first
0.5 ps and (b) 2 ps, results detected by second harmonic probe after the Fe layer was
irradiated by a 35-fs laser pulse. (c) Schematic illustration of spin current generated by
thermally driven ultrafast demagnetization, the laser pulse excites the Pt layer and leads
the demagnetization of FM1, then the spin accumulation in Cu layer and spin transfer
torque in FM2 have been detected.63;64

It is nature that researchers start attempting to utilizer such spin current leads from
ultrafast demagnetization to realize the magnetization reversal. In 2018, Iihama et al.
firstly demonstrated a switching of a ferromagnetic Co/Pt layer with a polarized elec-
tron pulse in a GdFeCo/Cu/[Co/Pt] spin-valve69. The spin current generated from the
demagnetization of GdFeCo layer then injects to the Cu layer and switches Co/Pt layer,
as shown in figure 1.11, the magnetization of Co/Pt layer can be manipulated by chan-
ging the amount of generated spin current from various laser fluence. Two subsequent
studies70;71 confirmed the suggested switching mechanism for ferromagnets and predicted
that the phenomenon is very general and can be observed for a large variety of magne-
tic multilayers. Recently, Junta et al. have realized AO-HIS in various of FM1/Cu/FM2
spin-valve structure in which Gd is absent72.

These demonstrations of AO-HIS in spin-valves offer a new idea of magnetization
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Figure 1.11 – (a) Schematic illustration of spintransport mediated AOS in a
GdFeCo/non-magnet/ferromagnet spin-valve. (b) The magnetic states after irradiation of
two fs laser pulses in a Gd-rich spin-valve, the magnetization of Co/Pt layer can be ma-
nipulated by changing the amount of generated spin current from various laser fluence.71

manipulation by light, it also helps to understand the physics of traditional AO-HIS in
GdFeCo alloy even if they may have different mechanisms. Besides, it provides a way to
engineer ferromagnetic materials for AO-HIS and avoid the disadvantages, such as the
limitation of pulse duration and power consumption, that Gd-based materials have.

1.3.3 Opto-spintronics for applications

Despite the debates on the mechanism or novel materials of AO-HIS, the technology
of optical magnetization manipulation has its advantages when applied to a magnetic
device, such as its robustness, fast speed and reproducibility. Recently, many attempts to
implement AOS materials into a magnetic device and to study the speed, dissipation and
scalability of the device have been reported.

A popular method of application is integrating AOS material, particularly GdFeCo,
into a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ)73–75. MTJ is the storage unit of a magnetic memory
device, it includes a magnetic free layer, a tunnelling layer and a magnetic fixed layer.
When the two magnetic layers are parallelly (P) aligned, the tunnelling magnetoresistance
(TMR) is at low level ; when they are anti-parallelly (AP) aligned, the TMR is at high
level. The TMR ratio which defined by .TMRAP�TMRP/=TMRP is a key parameter to
describe the performance of an MTJ. The writing operation of an MTJ can be realized
by injecting current pulse in different perpendicular direction to switch the free layer
based on spin transfer torque, while the read-out operation can be achieved by measuring
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TMR. Replacing the free layer as AOS material to enable the optical operation to a MTJ
is then demonstrated by Chen et al.73. In this work, they designed an optically switchable
MTJ using GdFeCo as the free layer with a TMR ratio of 0.6%, the switching can be
achieved under a repetition rate of MHz level, and they suggested that the fundamental
upper limit should be higher than tens of GHz. However, such structure limits the TMR
ratio due to the low degree of spin polarization of GdFeCo layer. To increase the TMR
ratio of opto-MTJ, Wang et al. coupled the AOS free layer with another CoFeB layer and
developed the TMR ratio to 34.7%74. Interestingly, the first observation of AO-HIS in
Tb/Co multilayers was initially for the designing of MTJ15. They use Tb/Co multilayers
as the free layer to obtain a high TMR ratio and unexpectedly discovered that Tb/Co
multilayers can be switched with single laser pulse.

Figure 1.12 – The combination of AO-HIS and racetrack memory. (a) the schematic
illustration of the concept, the data is write-in by laser pulse in knot LI 1, then the current
push the DW to LI 2 and the information is read-out by measuring the anomalous Hall
voltage at LI 2. (b) the voltage read out from LI 1 and LI2 when sending a periodic pulse
train and injecting a DC current.76

Another path for opto-magnetic device is the combination of AO-HIS and racetrack
memory. A racetrack memory uses a spin-coherent electric current to move the magnetic
domain along the nanowire, which is very similar to the idea of a magnetic tape. Lalieu
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et al. fabricated a Pt/Co/Gd racetrack76, the material can be optically write-in and the
DW can be moved by electrical current. As shown in figure 1.12, the data is written in by
laser pulse in knot LI 1, then the current pushes the DW to LI 2 and the information can
be read out by measuring the anomalous Hall resistance at LI 2. This work paves the way
towards integrated photonic memory devices, some subsequent works have been done to
develop the performance of opto-racetrack memory, such as increasing the DW velocity
of AOS material77, optimizing the energy efficiency of devices78–80.

So far, the application of AO-HIS into storage devices still faces lots of challenges.
Limited by the scalability of the laser source and beam size, its integration in a large array
with high density and random access for write-in and read-out would be very difficult, it is
unlikely that opto-magnetic devices (either the opto-MTJ or the opto-racetrack memory)
can reach the same level of data density as other memory technologies do. There is still
a long way to go for researchers to consider the proper application of opto-magnetic
recording or other unexpected fields.

1.4 AO-HDS in ferromagnetic materials

The behavior and material system of AO-HDS are quite different from that of AO-HIS,
thus as well as its mechanism, because it evolves under high non-equilibrium conditions
due to the action of many different processes act on different length- and time-scales and
are subjects of intensive debates, the complexity of AO-HDS has frustrated the deve-
lopment of a unified predictive theory and continues to challenge our understanding of
opto-magnetic matter interactions and of the resulting relaxation dynamics. However less
research has been carried out recent years due to its less promising application prospect
compared to AO-HIS, even though it was discovered earlier than the lateral. But studying
its mechanism helps to understand the physics of opto-magnetic interactions and pave the
way for the possible demonstration of single-shot AO-HDS.

The origin of AO-HDS is now mainly explained by two effects : inverse Faraday effect
(IFE), in which a circularly polarized pulse can generate a magnetic field following its wave
vector, and magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) which describes the absorption difference
of a magnetization orientation from light with various helicities. Besides, another recently
discovered effect, namely the magnetization induced by light absorption (MILA), also
contribute in the generation of AO-HDS. In this section, the material systems and recent
progress of AO-HDS will be introduced firstly, then we will focus on its two origins and
discuss the way they control the magnetization respectively.
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1.4.1 AO-HDS in vast materials

The first observation and early studies of AO-HDS are based on RE-TM systems. An
extensive collection of its switching behavior in RE-TM system is shown in figure 1.13,
where a large range of RE-TM alloys (with RE = Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho and TM = Fe, Co)
and multilayers (with RE = Tb, Ho and TM = Co) with various magnetic properties by
changing the elements composition is investigated. For RE-TM alloys with PMA, AO-
HDS can only be observed in TM-rich samples from the work of Mangin et al.26, but it
still remains debates on relationship of compensation temperature and switching behavior
because some other works show that RE-rich alloys exhibit AO-HDS as well31;81;82. For
multilayer systems, not only the composition range for maintaining PMA is enlarged, but
the range for showing AO-HDS, including some RE-rich multilayers which are not very
far away from its compensation point. These results show that the atomic ordering or
the exchange coupling between RE and TM sublattices plays an important role on the
observation of AO-HDS, but the physics leads to such behavior is complex and multi-
causal, it would origin from the first step which is the ultrafast demagnetization of the
whole process, for instance, it has been demonstrated that the ultrafast demagnetization
can be quite different between FeNi alloy83 and Fe/Ni multilayers65.

Figure 1.13 – A conclusion of the RE-TM materials that exhibit AO-HDS, those samples
with AO-HDS are indicated by green stars, otherwise by red dots. All the alloys show
PMA except two GdFeCo alloys marked IP (for in-plane anisotropy), the shaded regions
correspond to TM-rich materials.26

Afterwards, The breakthrough discovery of AO-HDS in Co/Pt ferromagnetic material
largely excited the researching interest because these materials usually exhibit strong
PMA, which is helpful for high-density magnetic recording. Thence, after the conclusion
of AO-HDS in RE-TM ferrimagnetic systems from Mangin et al.26 and in ferromagnetic
multilayer systems from Lambert et al.32, the exploration towards its material system
is almost accomplished because this phenomenon appears in most of the materials with
PMA. Therefore, recent researchers shift their focus on the magnetic properties of the
sample on the switching behavior.

Lambert et al. also noticed that the anisotropy plays a significant role in exhibiting
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AO-HDS32. They grew a series of [Co(0.4 nm)/Pt(0.7 nm)]N multilayers with N = 3, 5, 8,
in this case the anisotropy is enhanced with more repetition layers theoretically. However,
only thermal demagnetization is observed for samples with N = 5, 8 which have stronger
anisotropy, samples with less repetition show better switching behavior. Similar result is
shown by El Hadri et al. in figure 1.14(a)81. In order to study how the magnetic properties,
such as anisotropy, Curie temperature, saturation magnetization, impact the behavior of
switching, El Hadri et al. designed an experiment to give some clue84, they studied the
effect of HeC-ion irradiation on the AO-HDS ability, the irradiation process on the Co/Pt
multilayers induces intermixing at the interface, which leads to a significant decrease
of the interfacial anisotropy85;86. By changing the dose of irradiation, the PMA in the
samples can be controlled, a behavior change from AO-HDS to thermal demagnetization
for various irradiation dose is demonstrated in figure 1.14 (b). The as-deposit samples
show typical AO-HDS behavior, whereas samples with irradiation gradually lost their
switching property as the irradiation dose increases. Such result shows sample with weaker
anisotropy is less possible to shows AO-HDS. However, such conclusion is opposite to
previous results from Co/Pt with various layer repetition. Therefore, it seems anisotropy
may not be the criterion, or at least the only criterion, for the observation of AO-HDS.

Figure 1.14 – The effects of magnetic properties on the behavior of AO-HDS in Co/Pt
multilayers. (a) magnetic states of [Co/Pt]N samples with different layer repetition after
swept by circularly polarized pulse train. (b) magnetic states after swept by circularly
polarized pulse train for Co/Pt samples after HeC-ion irradiation of various processing
dose.81;84
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Some publications proposed that the domain size is an important criterion in exhibiting
AO-HDS81;84, the equilibrium size of magnetic domains that forms during the cooling
process after the pulse should be larger than the laser spot size. The evolution of domain
size in samples with various Co thickness, layer repetition and magnetic anisotropy is
shown in figure 1.15, those samples with smaller domain size than the spot size is indeed
more possible to show AO-HDS property, otherwise, the samples will tend to break into
multi-domains after the laser exposure. Later, Vomir et al. demonstrated surprising single-
shot AO-HIS in Co/Pt multilayers by using a highly focused laser beam spot of a 0.8
�m-size, which is far smaller than the domain size of the sample87. But no subsequent
result has been reported to explain the mechanism of such phenomenon and if the order
of domain size and spot size is important remains unknown.

Figure 1.15 – Estimation of the domain size as a function of the Co thickness in Co/Pt
multilayers with (a) various layer repetition and (b) various anisotropy constant Ku
controlled by HeC-ion irradiation dose. It has been suggested that samples with smal-
ler domain size than the spot size is more likely to show AO-HDS property.81;84

Cheng et al. suggested that AO-HDS process is closely related to the competition
between the opto-thermal and opto-magnetic effects of the laser pulses88. Therefore, they
designed a hybrid metal-ferromagnet film, which consist of Co/Pt multilayers with PMA
and an Au capping layer on top. The Au layer facilitates AO-HDS in the following two
aspects : first, it works as a heat sink and cools down the magnetic film to decrease
the thermal effect of the pulse ; second, it prolongs the lifetime of IFE field induced
by pulse to enhance the opto-magnetic effect, an opto-magnetic coupling method was
employed to explain the physics of such effect89. As shown in figure 1.16, the hybrid
metal-ferromagnet film shows more pronounced AO-HDS in comparison with bare Co/Pt
multilayers. Such mechanism seems to emphasize the role of IFE but regards the thermal
effect induced by MCD as negative to AO-HDS, whereas both two effects should be
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beneficial in establishing aligned magnetization with light helicity. Nevertheless, with the
addition of Au top layer, the hybrid metal-ferromagnet material indeed demonstrates clear
advantages and pronounced AO-HDS, which could potentially broaden the application of
AO-HDS.

Figure 1.16 – The AO-HDS behavior in (a) hybrid Co/Pt-Au samples and (b) bare Co/Pt
samples under various laser fluence and light helicities. The hybrid metal-ferromagnet films
show pronounced AO-HDS, because the Au layer not only functions as a heat sink but
also prolongs the IFE field to longer timescale.88

So far, even though numerous materials have been reported to exhibit AO-HDS, its
mechanism behind the simplest Co/Pt multilayers is still not conclusive. In the following,
three main possible origins : IFE, MCD and the recently introduced effect of magnetization
induced by light absorption (MILA) will be introduced, as well as the current explanations
on how they impact the magnetization.

1.4.2 Inverse Faraday effect

Michael Faraday discovered the first interaction between light and electromagnetism
which is then called Faraday effect90. The Faraday effect causes a rotation of the plane of
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polarization and the rotation is linearly proportional to the component of magnetic field
in the direction of light wave propagation. Reciprocally, it was suggested that circularly-
polarized light might induce a magnetic polarization, this phenomenon is called inverse
Faraday effect (IFE). IFE was firstly predicted by van der Ziel et al. in 196591, they
observed that circularly polarized light can induce magnetization in Eu2C-doped CaF2
diamagnetic glasses, and even in non-absorbing materials such as organic or inorganic li-
quids. In transparent and non-magnetic mediums, a phenomenological relation to describe
the effective field generated from a monochromatic electric field of light E .!/ is :

M D �MO
�
E .!/ �E .!/�

�
(1.47)

Where �MO is the magneto-optical susceptibility and ! the electromagnetic wave fre-
quency, it can be seen that left and right circularly polarized pulse can generate transient
field with opposite direction along the light wave vector, a quantum-mechanical explana-
tion of IFE is given in terms of an optically induced "effective Hamiltonian" by Pershan
et al.92. However, it is necessary to emphasize that Eq. 1.47 is not the case in magnetized
materials, the existence and magnitude of IFE in magnetic materials are still unclear.

The improvement of laser technique has shortened the laser pulse duration conti-
nuously, the ultrashort laser pulse greatly enhanced the magneto-optical effect in magne-
tically ordered materials. In 2005, Kimel et al. realized the possible laser-induced magne-
tization control with IFE field since this field can be very strong with ultrashort pulse93,
they demonstrated that one can non-thermally excite and coherently control spin oscil-
lations in weak ferromagnet DyFeO3 with circularly polarized femtosecond laser pulses,
and such laser pulse whose energy is 500 mJ/cm2 and duration is 200 fs is shown to
be equivalent to a magnetic field up to 5 T with similar duration. Such theoretical base
leads to the fist observation of AO-HDS in GdFeCo8, it is now understandable why it
was AO-HDS firstly discovered in GdFeCo rather than AO-HIS, even though both two
effects exist in GdFeCo alloy. Later, some models have been built to explain the all-optical
magnetization reversal by circularly polarized laser pulses94;95.

By employing the M3TM that we introduced in last section and considering IFE as
an effective field, the magnetization dynamics under the irradiation of circularly polarized
pulse can be described as :

dm

dt
D
RT p

Tc

�
M C beff

� �
1 �m coth

�
Tc

Te

�
mC beff

���
(1.48)

Where beff is the IFE induced effective field normalized to the exchange field. based
on this, Cornelissen et al. calculated the switching dynamics in ferromagnets95. The simu-
lation result shows the magnetization as a function of time after laser excitation is shown
in figure 1.17, the circularly polarized pulses are assumed to induce a magnetic field pulse
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with a magnitude of 20 T and a lifetime of 0.4 ps, while the linearly polarized L pulse is
assumed to induce zero magnetic field. For linearly polarized L or right circularly polarized
�C pulse, an ultrafast magnetization quenching followed by a relaxation beck to initial
state is observed, and the speed of relaxation with �C pulse is faster than with L pulse.
For left circularly polarized �� pulse, a switching is realized by an ultrafast magnetization
quenching and a remagnetization towards reversal direction. A phase diagram of the final
magnetic states after laser pulse excitation with given fluence and pulse duration is shown
in figure 1.17 (b), the fluence window is enlarged with increasing the pulse duration. It
can also be seen that a lifetime of at least 0.15 ps is necessary to obtain a switching in
the case where the IFE field is in the range of 10 T to 24 T.

Figure 1.17 – (a) The calculated magnetization as a function of time after laser excitation
of three helicities using M3TM. (b) The phase diagram of the final magnetic states after
laser pulse excitation with given fluence and pulse duration.95

Although such model works very well in reproducing the experimental observation,
there has been many questions to be answered if such effect is the origin of AO-HDS.
Firstly, the dynamics of such IFE induced reversal remains unclear, both the full switching
accomplished by the spin flip of the many cells in picosecond timescale or the IFE field
driven DW motion in longer timescale are possible. Secondly, the lifetime of the IFE
field needs to be quantitatively described or experimentally measured since it is a critical
parameter to generate a switching. Lastly, the single-shot AO-HDS should be possible
based on the mechanism of IFE, however no such experimental result has been reported
in ferromagnetic materials.

1.4.3 Magnetic circular dichroism

Magnetic circular dichroism (MCD) is the difference of absorption between left (AL)
or right (AR) circularly polarized light for a longitudinal magnetized material. The effect
of MCD mainly contributes to the temperature difference of a magnetic system and it is
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the subsequent effects from the temperature difference that generate the switching. Under
the irradiation of a circularly polarized laser pulse, the magnetic domains with different
spin orientations will rise up to different temperatures, then leads to many subsequent
asymmetric behaviors, such as different anisotropy, stability or spin dynamics of two
domains. There have been some discussions about possible lateral effects that immediately
drive the switching.

Gorchon et al. considered the magnetic stability and the stochastic spin flip as the
possible direct reason of AO-HDS80. They built a simple and intuitive model to describe
the switching : the opposite domains will rise to different temperature Thot and Tcold after
the irradiation to circularly polarized pulse. The temperature difference leads to different
magnetic stability, when Thot reaches a certain threshold and hot domains will be prone to
stochastic switching, whereas the cold domains remain stable. Thence the full switching
is accomplished by repeating this process multiple times. In this model, the magnetic
system is represented as an array of macrospin cells with opposite out-of-plane magnetic
state up (state a) and down (state b). The characteristic hopping time for magnetization
reversal is given by Arrhenius-Néel law :

�ab .T / D �0exp
�
Eab .T /

kBT

�
(1.49)

Where �0 is a characteristic time, Eab is the energy barrier that need to overcome for
a spin flip. By introducing a laser pulse to heat up the cell to (T0C�T ) with a duration
thot , the cell has a probability P to switch from state a to state b :
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And thus (1 � P ) to remain its initial state. Then take MCD into consideration by
impacting the cell temperature :
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After building the model consider the accumulative effect of multiple pulses, the nu-
merical solution is calculated for an FePt-C-L10 granular film with a cell volume of 5�5�7
= 175 nm2 and the MCD of 5.8%. The simulation result is shown in figure 1.18 (a), the
AOS probability is calculated by countering the ratio of switching cells, .T0 C�T /=TC
can be regarded as the laser fluence. For certain number of pulses, there is a certain
fluence window that ensuring a maximum AOS probability around the system TC . The
AOS probability can be increased to 100% by increasing the pulse number, the threshold
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fluence is lowered for larger pulse number, and the AOS probability drops sharply after the
system temperature is higher than TC and ends up at 50% above a certain temperature
threshold. In figure 1.18 (b), the spatial magnetization profile after exposed to static and
sweeping laser beam is demonstrated, which is consistent to the experiment of Lambert
et al. in FePt-C32.

Figure 1.18 – (a). Switching probability as a function of the laser-elevate temperature �t
for different pulse number. (b) The calculated spatial magnetization profile after exposed
to static and sweeping laser beam from the model of Gorchon er al.80

The model from Gorchon et al. demonstrated such pure thermal spin-flip mechanism
due to MCD can generate a switching in a broad range of materials, and the MCD as
small as 0.5% is sufficient for magnetization reversal but with very narrow fluence range.
And based on this mechanism, some more simulation results which are in good agreement
with experiment have been reported to show the impact of MCD96–98.

Another possible mechanism related to MCD is all-optical helicity-dependent domain
wall motion, initially proposed by Medapalli et al.99. They first observed that the DW can
be manipulated using laser pulse with different helicity as shown in figure 1.19, when left
circularly polarized �� laser pulse shine exactly on the DW, the DW will gradually move
upwards, whereas the moving direction is reversed when shining a right circularly polarized
�C laser pulse train. From this phenomenon, they came up a mechanism based on the
thermal gradients between areas with opposite magnetization orientation due to MCD.
The absorption difference leads to a temperature gradient from low-absorbing domain to
high-absorbing domain over a longer distance than the width of DW, and it has been
theoretically proved100–103 and experimentally observed104–106 that the DW can be moved
under thermal gradient arising from a magnonic spin Seebeck effect. Similarly, consider a
multiple shots situation, after the magnetic system is nucleated into a multi-domain state
by the first several pulses, the lateral pulses will gradually move the DWs and accomplish
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a full switching. Since this mechanism includes lots of effects concerning various timescale
from laser absorption in picosecond timescale to DW motion in nanosecond timescale, no
model has been established to well reproduce this assumption so far. But some lateral
experimental results support and supplement this mechanism106;107, in this thesis, we
believe this is a higher likelihood origin of AO-HDS and it will be discussed in Chapter 3
in more depth.

Figure 1.19 – The DW displacement operated by �� or �C polarized consecutive pulse
trains at a repetition rate of 1 Hz, a fluence of 0.4 mJ/cm2 and a pulse duration of 4 ps.
The direction of DW displacement can be controlled by the light helicity.99

However, over the years, even though both IFE and MCD have been numerically
demonstrated that they can generated a switching, it has often argued which effect is the
real or dominant origin of AO-HDS107–109.

1.4.4 Magnetization induced by light absorption

Unlike MCD explain AO-HDS from the perspective of pure thermal absorption and
its consequence of domain temperature, the magnetization induced by light absorption
(MILA) is a purely optical effect and considers the angular momentum transferred from
the light to the matter. Meanwhile, compares to IFE which is proportional to the intensity
of the light and vanishes with the light pulse, in MILA effect, much like an absorbed energy,
the induced atomic magnetic moment stays even after the light is gone.

MILA effect was recently proposed by Scheid et al.110, the rate of transition between
two Kohn-Sham eigenstates111 : j 

n; Ek
i and j 

n0; Ek
i induced by light-matter interaction

Hamiltonian OW can be computed using Fermi’s golden rule :
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Where, n is the band index and Ek is the vector of the first Brillouin zone, ! is the
pulsation of light, f

n; Ek
and "

n; Ek
are the occupation and energy of the orbital  

n; Ek
. The

light-matter interaction Hamiltonian can be described by dipolar approximation as :

OW D �
qe

me
kAk Op � u (1.54)

Where kAk and u are the potential and polarization vector of light respectively, Op is
the momentum operator acting on the wave function of electrons. The presence of spin-
orbit coupling allows OW to couple states with different magnetization110. Meanwhile, from
Boltzmann’s equation, the rate of variation of occupation factors f

n; Ek
of electronic states

can be calculated through :
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Finally, the dynamics of magnetization revolution is :
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Figure 1.20 shows the rate of change of magnetization @M�˙

@t
induced by �C or ��

light. It can be seen that the induced magnetization is always opposite to the exsting
one for both helicities in various materials. Meanwhile, the difference of magnetization
variation @M�C

@t
�
@M��

@t
between two helicities is shown in the figure, it indicates that the

favored magnetization orientation depends on the materials, as well as the photon energy
in some cases such as in L10 FePt. Besides, the effect is significantly weakened as the
photon energy increases. Overall, this effect could be an essential origin of AO-HDS.

Even though the theory from Scheid et al. has been used to study the helicity-
dependent light-induced demagnetization110;112, no mechanism has been built to explain
how the switching is accomplished under the effect of MILA so far. Additionally, no ex-
perimental approach has been attempted to verify the presence of MILA and its role
in AO-HDS. Therefore, considering our lack of konwledge about MILA effect, only the
impact of IFE and MCD on AO-HDS will be discussed in this thesis.

The extraordinary interest in AO-HDS during the last two decades has spurred a vast
number of experimental and theoretical investigations that have taught us the following
valuable lessons. First and foremost, AO-HDS might occur whenever the interaction of
circularly polarized light with magnetic matter depends on the light helicity and should
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Figure 1.20 – Solid lines : the magnetization variation with respect to time induced by
optical transitions in fcc Ni, hcp Co, bcc Fe, and L10 FePt for �� and �C polarized light.
Dashed lines : Difference of magnetization variation with respect to time induced by ��
and �2C polarized light scaled by a factor of 10.110

therefore be a general phenomenon, and it indeed has been demonstrated for a large
variety of magnetic materials26. Second, the two most important consequences of ex-
citations of magnetic matter by circularly polarized light are the creation of optically
induced magnetizations and that the amount of absorbed energy depends on the mu-
tual orientation between the magnetization and helicity. While the helicity-dependence
of absorption is solely ascribed to MCD, optically induced magnetizations are commonly
attributed to IFE or MILA. Third, MCD makes heating of a ferromagnetic medium by
laser pulses of a particular helicity subject to the magnetic state of the medium. The
resulting differences between the temperatures of oppositely oriented domains can lead
to AO-HDS via the acceleration of magnetization fluctuations with increasing local tem-
perature or the movement of DW driven by non-local temperature gradients. Thermally
activated magnetization fluctuations is initially proposed to explain AO-HDS in granu-
lar FePt based recording media80;96–98, then, another mechanism based on the all-optical
helicity-dependent domain wall motion is came up to explain AO-HDS from a different
aspect99–107;113. In Chapter 3, the physics of AO-HDS from our point view will be ex-
haustively discussed, a complete mechanism will be proposed and some results will be
demonstrated to support this mechanism.

1.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we first reviewed the discovery of two phenomena of AOS : AO-HIS
which is a single-shot toggle switching phenomenon and usually happens in Gd-based RE-
TM systems, AO-HDS in which the final magnetization direction is defined by the helicity
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of light after the exposure and is a general phenomenon happens in numerous materials.
Then we introduced some useful concepts and tools for understanding the rest of this
manuscript, as well a few basic effects that occur when the magnetic system is induced
by a laser pulse. In the following two sections, the material systems, recent progress and
theories on AO-HIS and AO-HDS are discussed respectively, allowing us to determine
the following path when investigating their mechanism. Even if it has been many years
since these two phenomena were initially discovered, we saw that the underlying physics
remains an open question which will be the main goal of this thesis.
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Chapitre 2

Methods and experiments

This chapter is devoted to present the experimental details of the setups that have
been used in this thesis. The tools are involved from the growth of magnetic materials,
the characterization of the magnetic properties to the measurement of AOS optically and
electrically, the presentation of this chapter will follow this order and divided into three
sections.

2.1 Magnetic thin film growth

2.1.1 Physical vapor deposition

There are multiple solutions to grow magnetic thin films, such as chemical vapor
deposition, molecular beam deposition, pulsed laser deposition and so on. In this thesis,
magnetron sputtering, which is a physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique, will be
employed. The working principle of a magnetron sputtering includes the ejection of atoms
from a pure element material which is called a target, and the condensing of atoms onto
the substrate. In a PVD system, for the first step, electrons are accelerated by an electric
field and collide with argon atoms to ionize them, the generated argon ions bombard
the target with high energy under the acceleration of the electric field, and the target is
sputtered and finally deposited. Therefore, the thin film is formed on the substrate.

Sputtering must be done in a high vacuum environment. The internal structure of
magnetron sputtering is shown in figure 2.1. First, the inert gas argon is introduced into the
vacuum chamber, and in order to generate the plasma, a high voltage is applied between
the target and the substrate. The generated ArC plasma is accelerated by the electric
field and bombards the cathode target with extremely high energy. Through energy and
momentum transfer, the target material is ejected in the form of neutral particles, which
can be atoms, clusters of atoms or molecules. These neutral particles travel isotropically in
a vacuum. Atoms that reach the substrate begin to condense and bond with each other,
gradually forming atomic layers. In addition, since the bombardment of ArC ions will
generate secondary electrons, these secondary electrons will further ionize more ArC ions.

However, there are two main problems with such sputtering. First, the deposition
rate can be very slow compared to other techniques, mainly due to the low ionization
rate at high vacuum. In addition, since some of the electrons will reach the anode, the
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Figure 2.1 – Physical principle of a magnetron sputtering.

temperature of substrate will increase, resulting in the growth of porous films. To solve
these two problems, a magnetic field is added near the target, as shown in figure 2.1, two
magnets with opposite polarities are placed under the target. The resulting magnetic field
is parallel to the target surface and perpendicular to the electric field. The combination
of the magnetic and electric fields causes the electrons to spiral around the magnetic
field lines so that the electrons are bound to areas on the surface of target. In this way,
compared to a sputtering without magnetic field, the movement of electrons is greatly
extended, which increases the possibility of ionizing collisions with Ar atoms, thereby
ionizing a large number of ArC ions. The high density of stable plasma appears near the
target surface. Moreover, since a large number of electrons are bound on the surface of
the target, fewer electrons reach the anode, the temperature of the substrate can be under
control and the quality of film growth will be improved. All samples in this paper were
grown with high-quality magnetic films using a magnetron sputtering system from VINCI
Corporation.

2.1.2 Growth and magnetic properties of Co/Pt multilayers

In this thesis, Co/Pt multilayers will be grown to study the physics of AO-HDS phe-
nomenon. As introduced in Chapter 1, almost all the material systems, including ferroma-
gnetic material, ferrimagnetic material and antiferromagnetic material, show the AO-HDS
phenomenon26;88;114;115. There are three reasons can be concluded why we study Co/Pt
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multilayers in this thesis. Firstly, even in this simplest ferromagnetic system, not much
progress has been made to understand the mechanisms of AO-HDS. Secondly, comparing
with other material systems like CoTb ferrimagnetic alloys, Co/Pt multilayers shows much
better AO-HDS properties, here “properties” refers to those advantages that the material
would have for the application of AO-HDS, for instance, Co/Pt multilayers would need
less pulses and have a wider switching fluence window acquiring a switching. Thirdly, the
ultrathin Co/Pt multilayers can exhibit a strong PMA property thanks to the interfacial
anisotropy, crystallographic orientation of buffer layers and the interfacial hybridation of
Co and Pt116–121, and it was evident that the Pt layer would also be polarized by the Co
layer122, therefore, Co/Pt multilayers show large Kerr rotation which will be an advantage
for our observation of magnetic domains.

The stack of the sample is : Glass/Ta(3 nm)/Pt(3 nm)/Co(t nm)/Pt(3 nm). We grow
the sample under the pressure of 5�10�8 mbar at room temperature. The glass substrate
is used here to make sure we can generate and observe the AO-HDS phenomenon from
both sides of the sample simultaneously. The bottom Ta layer improves adhesion of the
structure to the glass substrate. Pt layers will introduce a strong PMA as we discussed
above and the top Pt layer also prevents sample oxidation.

Figure 2.2 – (a) The hysteresis MH loop and (b) Curie temperature of Co/Pt multilayer.
The HC of this sample is 250 Oe approximately, the Curie temperature TC is about 460
K.

We use vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) technique to characterize the magne-
tic properties of the samples. VSM is a highly sensitive magnetic moment measuring
instrument. It uses the principle of electromagnetic induction to measure the magnetic
moment of a sample that vibrates at a fixed frequency and amplitude at the center of
a set of detection coils. For a sufficiently small sample, the induced voltage generated
by its vibration in the detection coil is proportional to the sample’s magnetic moment,
amplitude, and vibration frequency. On the basis of ensuring that the amplitude and vi-
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bration frequency remain unchanged, by measuring this voltage with a lock-in amplifier,
the magnetic moment of the sample to be measured can be calculated.

The hysteresis MH loop and Curie temperature TC of Co/Pt multilayers with 0.8 nm
of Co is shown in the figure 2.2. The sample shows strong PMA and its magnetic moment
is in the scale of ��emu, the coercivity HC of this sample is 250 Oe approximately.
Figure 2.2 (b) shows the evolution of magnetization as a function of temperature, TC
is about 460 K which is relatively lower than the value of a bulk Co (TC = 1400 K as
found in handbooks), the reason can be attributed to the intermixing of Co and Pt layers,
increasing the Co layer thickness reducing the influence of intermixing can increase TC .

2.1.3 Growth and magnetic properties of GdRCo alloys

In this section, we will introduce the material system that we used to investigate the
mechanism of AO-HIS. As discussed in Chapter 1, AO-HIS was first discovered in GdFeCo
alloy which is a RE-TM system in 20078, but it was until two years ago that new materials
without Gd had been reported to show AO-HIS phenomenon14–16. Our study of AO-HIS
will still focus on typical Gd-based RE-TM system since its behavior and dynamics has
been well studied from previous reports, even though the whole story of AO-HIS is still
unclear.

Rare earth is a set of 17 lustrous silvery-white soft heavy metals including Lanthanides,
Scandium and Yttrium, however, among all the alloys of these metals and transition
metals, only Gd-based RE-TM shows its uniqueness and exhibits AO-HIS. Therefore, in
order to study find the most important factor that matters in AO-HIS, especially between
Gd and its neighboring elements in periodic table, we doped various amount of Tb, Dy
and Ho into GdCo alloys and studied the AO-HIS in these ternary alloys.

The PMA of a RE-TM sample is strongly related to the compensation point where the
magnetization of two sublattice is canceled by each other, the coercivity is diverged when
the element composition is close to the compensation point. In the figure 2.3 shows the
coercivity HC of DyCo alloys with different concentration of Dy, HC reaches a maximum
value where the magnetizations of Dy and Co are compensated (Dy in 28% for DyCo al-
loy), when the concentration of RE is far away from the compensation point, the preferred
easy axis of magnetization will turn to in-plane.

In contrast to Co/Pt multilayers in which the PMA mostly contributed by interfacial
anisotropy, the mechanism of PMA in RE-TM alloys is still under debate. There are many
suggestions trying to reveal the origin of PMA in these materials, such as anisotropy pair
correlation123–126, bond-orientation anisotropy127, dipolar effects128;129 and magnetostric-
tion130. In addition to the concentration and temperature, lots of other factors may also
affect the PMA strength. The film thickness is a critical factor for obtaining PMA in RE-
TM alloys131;132, for example, it has been reported that the rare earth may not contribute
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Figure 2.3 – The coercivity HC of DyCo alloys with various composition, the divergence
of HC indicates the compensation point of DyCo alloys is 28% of Dy.

to the magnetization and the magnetization compensation cannot be observed when the
film is very thin, while the PMA shows little dependence on the thickness when the film
is thicker than 5 nm133;134. Past years, lots of studies have shown that the underlayer of
RE-TM is important to build PMA135–137, some material like Ta may decrease the ma-
gnetic ordering of rare earth atoms at the interface, resulting in the reduction of PMA.
Additionally, the growth condition (including the deposition rate138, substate139, vacuum
condition, etc.) and annealing procedure140;141 also play an important role.

Consider all these factors that contributes to the PMA of RE-TM alloys, a complete
series of 10-nm-thick GdyR1�x�yCox (R=Tb, Dy and Ho) alloys are prepared by magne-
tron sputtering onto a glass substrate according to the following multilayered structure :
glass/Ta(5 nm)/Pt(3 nm)/GdyR1�x�yCox(10 nm)/Pt(5 nm). The alloy of GdRCo layer
is done through the co-sputtering method, by adjusting the sputtering power of three ele-
ments separately, the speed of deposition can be controlled and thus the element concen-
tration is manipulated for obtaining the desired composition of alloys. There is a large
range of samples around the compensation point show very strong PMA property. For R
= Dy, figure 2.4(a) shows the hysteresis loops at room temperature with a magnetic field
applied perpendicular to the film plane for various compositions of Gd when x = 72%. All
these square loops with a remanence ratio of about 100%, indicate the well-established
PMA of the samples. As is shown in figure 2.4 (b), the polarity of the hysteresis loops
reverses in sign at concentration value of x = 74%, suggesting the magnetization com-
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pensation point (x = xcomp) is between x = 72% and 74% at room temperature. The
net magnetization reaches zero and HC diverges at xcomp. In figure 2.4 (c) and (d), we
show the coercivity HC and saturation magnetization MS mapping of GdyDy1�x�yCox,
respectively, for different concentrations of Co and Gd. The red and blue colors represent
the high and low values of HC and MS . Obviously, the maximum HC and minimum MS

occurs around x = 72%, simultaneously.

Figure 2.4 – Measurements of static magnetic properties of GdDyCo. Magneto-optic Kerr
effect loops obtained with the magnetic field applied perpendicular to the film plane, for
thin films GdyDy1�x�yCox, with (a) x = 72% and (b) x = 74%, respectively. They show
the opposite sign of the hysteresis loops due to the rich element. The mapping of (c) HC

and (d)MS with various concentration of Gd and Co elements, from which one can clearly
see the compensation point is around 72% of Co.

For R = Tb, xcomp is between 74% and 76%, while xcomp depends on the concentrations
of both Co and Gd when R = Ho since the huge difference of compensation temperature
between HoCo and GdCo. All the samples of GdCo doped with Tb and Ho show similar
magnetic properties as with Dy. These samples of three series will be used to study the
mechanism of AO-HIS in Chapter 4.
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2.2 Magneto-optic technology

2.2.1 Magneto-optic Kerr effect

Magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE) refers that when the polarized light is incident on
the surface of magnetized medium, the polarization characteristics of the reflected light
will be changed by the influence of the magnetized medium, from linearly polarized light
to elliptically polarized light. The angle between the long axis of elliptically polarized light
and the direction of incident linearly polarized light is called the Kerr rotation angle �K ,
and the ellipticity of the elliptically polarized light is called the Kerr ellipticity "K . And
fundamentally, �K and "K are proportional to the magnetization of medium.

Early in 1854, Michael Faraday discovered the Magneto-optic effect in a glass between
two magnetic poles90. He observed that when the magnetic field is parallel to the direction
of incident light, the polarization of light will rotate, the rotation angle is related to the
magnetic field and the distance the light travels in the medium. Then in 1877, John Kerr
also observed similar effect when the light reflects from a polished electromagnet142;143.
So far, MOKE has been proven to be a very effective and sensitive technique for detecting
magnetic properties.

Microscopically, MOKE is a coupling effect that occurs between the electric field com-
ponent of light and the magnetic moment of sample, which is related by the electric dipole
moment related to the spin-orbit interaction. For the linearly polarized light, it can be
divided into the combination of left and right circularly polarized light, the electric field
of left (E�) and right (EC) circularly polarized light can be expressed as :
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Then a linearly (EL) polarized light can be written as :
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Then let’s consider a linearly polarized light travels perpendicular to the surface of
sample, in z direction. Assuming ˆ˙ D 0 and z D 0 at the sample surface, the electric
field at a depth ı in the sample can be written as :
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After the light has passed through the magnetic material with a thickness t, because
of the difference of k vectors of different helicities and the magnetization of sample, the
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electric field measured will be :
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, we define the complex Faraday rotation ˆF D Qkı,

and it can be expressed as144 :
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There are three working modes of MOKE system : polar, longitudinal and transverse.
As shown in the figure 2.5, for polar MOKE, the magnetization is perpendicular to the
sample surface and parallel to the plane of incident light, the Kerr rotation reveals the
signal of magnetization out of plane ; for longitudinal MOKE, the magnetization is both
parallel to the sample surface and plane of incident light, the Kerr rotation reveals the
signal of magnetization in plane ; for transverse MOKE, the magnetization lies in the
plane of sample and perpendicular to the plane of incident light, in this case, the signal is
very weak. Because all the samples studied in this thesis will be of PMA , only the polar
MOKE will be used.

Figure 2.5 – Three working modes of MOKE system : (a) polar, (b) longitudinal and
(c) transverse.

Besides, two different applications of MOKE will be used in this thesis : MOKE ma-
gnetometry and MOKE microscopy. MOKE magnetometry will be performed to measure
hysteresis loops because it is field-scannable and has very good signal-noise ratio. MOKE
microscopy will be performed to observe the magnetic domains visually by a charge couples
device (CCD) camera.

MOKE magnetometry
The schematic of MOKE magnetometry is shown in figure 2.6, it uses a linearly s-

polarized helium neon laser as the light source. The reflected light from sample will pass
through a photoelastic modulator (PEM) whose vibration axis is parallel to the table,
the frequency of PEM is 50 kHz. After passing through a analyzer which is at 45ı with
respect to the PEM axis, the signal is detected by the photodetector and fed into the
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lock-in amplifier. By scanning the magnetic field with an electromagnet, the hysteresis
loop can be obtained.

Figure 2.6 – MOKE magnetometry setup with following elements : electrical magnet,
polarizer (P), analyzer (A), mirror (M), photoelastic modulator (PEM) and photodetec-
tor.

The advantage of MOKE magnetometry is that it is a simple, room-temperature and
non-destructive instrument, we thus use it to evaluate the magnetic properties of all
the samples that we have grown in this thesis preliminarily. Note that for the RE-TM
ferrimagnetic alloys, there is no way to decide the output signal (for a given external field)
should be positive or negative because only TM magnetization is monitored whereas the
net magnetization may be dominated by either TM or RE, the output signals thus will
be opposite for TM-rich and RE-rich samples.

MOKE microscopy
The schematic of MOKE microscopy is shown in figure 2.7, the physics of MOKE

magnetometry and MOKE microscopy is identical, but different light source and detector
are used to enable us to observe the magnetic domain in MOKE microscopy. A light
emitting diode (LED) serves as the light source with the wavelength around 630 nm,
similarly, the light is linearly polarized and pass through the microscopy objective to the
sample. Here, a beam splitter is used and the light reflects on the sample perpendicularly.
The Kerr rotation is acquired after the reflection on the sample. Then, the light travels
through the beam splitter and analyzer, and focuses on the senor of CCD with the help
of lens. The polarization of polarizer and analyzer is almost (not perfectly) crossed, such
as to maximize the signal-noise ratio of Kerr rotation.

The resolution of the microscopy reaches to about 2 �m, ensuring the observation of
domain structure after the pulse excitation. The MOKE microscopy will be performed
with a pulsed laser system to observe the laser-induced magnetization reversal, which will
be briefly introduced in Section 2.3.2.
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Figure 2.7 – Schematic of MOKE microscopy with following elements : LED light source,
polarizer (P), analyzer (A), mirror (M), lens (L), objective and CCD camera.

2.2.2 Time resolved MOKE measurement

Time resolved MOKE measurement (TR-MOKE) is based on the pump-probe tech-
nique to measure the spin dynamics of the thin film sample. Pump-probe technique was
first suggested by G. Porter in 1940s145. The illustration of the idea is shown in figure
2.8, using an ultrashort pump laser pulse with high energy to excite the sample from
the ground state to the excited state, that is, from the equilibrium state to the non-
equilibrium state, then sample relaxes from non-equilibrium state to equilibrium state
itself. During this process, using another low energy probe laser pulse, which coincides
with the pump pulse in space and time, to detect the optical characteristics in real time.
By changing the delay time �t between the pump pulse and probe pulse, the dynamics
of the transformation of equilibrium and non-equilibrium state can be detected.

Figure 2.8 – The idea of pump-probe technique for TR-MOKE, by changing the delay
time �t between the pump pulse and probe pulse, the magnetization dynamics can be
detected.

It is worth mentioning that the laser pulse duration is far shorter than the duration
of whole process, and the consistency of laser pulse intensity has to be ensured during
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the process, because it is important that the pump effect achieved is consistent each time
the sample is excited. Besides, the energy density of pump laser has to be much larger
than that of probe laser to make sure that the sample is not affected by the probe laser,
usually the ratio of the two is 10 : 1. The spot size of pump laser is much larger than that
of probe laser and the two spots is concentric, that is to ensure the response of sample in
the spot area of probe laser is uniform and better signal-noise ratio.

Figure 2.9 – Schematic of TR-MOKE setup with following elements : 800 nm femto-
second laser source, beam splitter (BS), mirror (M), barium borate crystal (BBO), lens
(L), polarizer (P), electrical magnet, half-wave plate (HWP), chopper, delay line setup,
photodiode detector.

TR-MOKE is the combination of a pump-probe technique and a MOKE system, figure
2.9 shows the structure of TR-MOKE in Institut Jean Lamour. The laser is generated
by a Ti : sapphire femtosecond laser system from Coherent Inc, and it is continuously
sending pulses at a wave length of 800 nm, a pulse duration of 50 fs, and a repetition rate
of 5 kHz. Then a beam splitter separates the laser into two beams with the 10 :1 energy
ratio. The high-energy pump beam is modulated through a chopper and the delay time
will be adjusted by controlling the time of flight of pump laser. After traveling through a
lens, a half wave plate and a polarizer, the pump laser is focused on the surface of sample
vertically and the out of equilibrium magnetization dynamics is generated, the power of
pump laser can be controlled through the half wave plate. The probe system is almost
the same to a typical polar MOKE magnetometry. The beam firstly doubles its frequency
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by a barium borate crystal, that is, the wave length of the probe laser downs to 400 nm.
Therefore, the transitions generated by the probe and the pump will be independent and
the transitions induced by the probe will be essentially the same as in equilibrium. Then
the beam is polarized and focused on the area where the pump spot is through a polarizer
and a lens. The angle between the incident probe light and the normal direction of sample
surface is less than 10ı. After traveling through a polarizer which works as an analyzer
and a lens, the reflected probe beam is detected by a balanced photodiode. The output
differential signal is transformed to digital signal after the frequency selective filtering of
a lock-in amplifier, and collected by the computer in the end.

Figure 2.10 – Kerr rotation dynamics for a glass/Ta(5 nm)/Pt(3 nm)/Gd16Dy21Co63(10
nm)/Pt(5 nm) sample as measured by TR-MOKE setup.

A typical TR-MOKE result of a GdDyCo alloy is shown in figure 2.10, the pump laser
fluence is 1.39 mJ/cm2 which is not sufficient enough to generate a switching, the output
Kerr rotation signal ��=� which is proportional to the variation of magnetization shows
the spin dynamics with the pump-probe delay after the laser irradiation in 50 ps.

2.2.3 MCD spectrometer

MCD has been considered as one of the origins of AO-HDS106;108;146, it indicates the
optical absorption difference to the left and right circularly polarized light when passing
through a media. In this thesis, a Jasco J-815 MCD spectrometer equipped with a 450 W
xenon white light source lamp is used to evaluate the MCD effect of Co/Pt multilayers.

The setup is shown in the figure 2.11, the linearly polarized light with specific energy is
obtained by passing through a monochromator and a polarizer, the photoelastic modulator
is used to decomposed the linearly polarized light into �� and �C light. After traveling
through the sample and detected by a photomultiplier, the MCD is calculated by the
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Figure 2.11 – Schematic of MCD spectrometer with following elements : xenon white
light source, monochromator (MON), polarizer (P), photoelastic modulator (PEM), pho-
tomultiplier (PM).

absorption of �� light AL and �C light AR :

MCD D

ˇ̌̌̌
AL � AR

AL C AR

ˇ̌̌̌
(2.6)

The MCD spectra of Co/Pt multilayers with various Co thickness is shown in figure
2.12, the MCD increases with the Co thickness and shows a significant decay after the
photon energy reaches 4 eV (corresponding to the wavelength shorter than 310 nm).

Figure 2.12 – The MCD spectra of Co/Pt multilayers with various Co thickness, MCD
increases with the Co thickness.
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2.3 Observation and characterization of AOS

2.3.1 Fabrication of magnetic devices

In order to perform the electrical measurement to study the domain information with
time during AO-HDS, we fabricate the Co/Pt film into a magnetic square on a Hall cross
as shown in the figure 2.13 (a). We etch the magnetic Co layer into a square with the width
of 10 �m, and etch the bottom Ta and Pt layer into a cross for electrical characterization.

Figure 2.13 – (a) schematic illustration of Hall device for AOS and electric transport
measurement, the magnetic layer of Co/Pt is etched to a 10 �m wide square. (b) The
fabrication process of Hall device.

The process of the fabrication is shown in figure 2.13 (b). The first step of lithography
and etching will get a cross channel of 10 �m wide. For the next step, we put a 10�10
�m2 of photoresist in the center of the cross precisely to protect the top Pt layer and
Co layer from the next step of etching. We stop the etching at the bottom Pt layer by
controlling the speed and time of etching, thus a four-port Pt/Ta channel with a magnetic
Co square in the center can be obtained. It has to be very careful when doing the second
step of etching, we use an ion beam etching setup which can distinguish element during
the process, once the second layer of Pt has been detected in the chamber, the etching will
be stopped immediately. Therefore, a Hall cross structure as shown in step 3 is obtained,
only material in the center of Hall cross keeps the complete stack structure. The last step,
we deposit the Ti/Au electrodes using a standard electron beam evaporation, lithography
and lift-off process. The fabrication of devices is done in the CC-Minalor of Institut Jean
Lamour.

2.3.2 The AOS system

We combine the femtosecond laser system, MOKE microscopy and electrical transport
measurements to an AOS system which can generate the AOS phenomenon and study the
switching optically and electrically simultaneously, as shown in figure 2.14. This system
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can be divided into three subsystems : ultrafast-laser, electrical transportation and MOKE
microscopy.

Figure 2.14 – Schematic view of the experimental set-up allowing combine Hall resis-
tance measurements and MOKE microscopy on a sample. The helicity of the incident
femtosecond laser pulses is controlled thanks to a half wave plate (HW) , a quarter wave
plate (QW) followed by a polarizer (P). The laser pulses are focused on a hall cross.
The magnetic Co/Pt layer is only present in the central part of the cross (10�10 �m2

square). The laser pulse width is about 70 �m much larger than the hall cross to ensure
a homogenous laser intensity on the sample. The hall resistance is obtained by measuring
the current (A) and Voltage (V). The magnetic configuration of the magnetic square is
observed using a MOKE microscopy composed of an Objective Lens (OL) a Beam Splitter
(BS), a white LED (LED) a polarizer (P), an analyser (A) and a CCD Camera (CCD).

The ultrafast-laser subsystem starts from a Ti : sapphire femtosecond laser system of
Coherent Inc. The wave length of laser is 800 nm. The laser system equips with a pulse
picker which can adjust the pulse number in multi-shot mode or the repetition rate in
continuous mode, the highest repetition rate for this system is 5 kHz. Additionally, the
pulse duration can be operated by stretching or compressing the pair of grating in the
pulse picker. After traveling through a half wave plate, a polarizer, a quarter wave plate
and a convex lens, the laser beam excites on the center of the device or the full film. The
half wave plate is used for controlling the power of laser by introducing a phase different
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of � , while the quarter wave plate combined with a polarizer is used for obtaining a left
or right circularly polarized light by introducing a phase difference of �=2. The convex
lens helps to focus the laser beam on the sample surface with a spot size of 70 �m. The
spot size can be modified by displacing the lens, for the measurement of Co/Pt device
with a width of 10 �m, we make sure that the device is placed in the center of the spot.
Considering the spot size of 70 �m is much larger than the size of device, the Gaussian
distribution of the laser power from spot center to edge can be ignorable and the fluence
on the device can be considered to be uniform.

The electrical transportation subsystem is based on the measurement of anomalous
Hall effect (AHE). It was in 1881 that Hall discovered that the Hall effect in ferromagnetic
material is ten times larger than in non-magnetic conductors147, this is then called AHE.
Indeed, when applying a longitudinal current in a ferromagnetic material, its transvers
Hall resistance �xy will include not only the traditional field-dependent item, but the
anomalous part which is decided by the magnetization of sample :

�xy D R0B C 4�RSM (2.7)

Where R0 is the Hall coefficient, B is the external field, RS is the anomalous Hall
coefficient, in general, RS is at least an order of magnitude larger than R0 and strongly
dependent on temperature. Therefore, the transverse Hall voltage can be measured in
ferromagnetic devices even without external field. Besides, in our Co/Pt multilayers, be-
cause of the strong spin-orbit coupling of Pt, the spin-dependent scattering of conduction
electrons is enhanced, leading to a contribution to AHE148.

Based on AHE, the electrical transportation subsystem is composed of a Keithley
6221 current source and a Keithley 2182 nano-voltage meter. By applying a DC current
through the longitudinal channel of Hall cross and measuring the transverse voltage, the
Hall resistance �xy is obtained.

The MOKE microscopy subsystem will be set up on the opposite side to the laser
system, so that we can generate AOS phenomenon and observe it at the same time, that
is the reason why we use glass as the substrate. The theory of MOKE microscopy has been
introduced in Section 2.2.1, the combination the three subsystems is shown in the figure
2.14. In addition, for the purpose of obtaining a good resolution in MOKE microscopy,
the upper sider of the sample will face to the microscopy and the laser pulse will excite
the sample from the substrate side.

2.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, all the experimental methods have been explained. We started by
introducing the sample configuration and how they are grown by a PVD system. We then
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presented the technologies that has been used to characterize the magnetic properties of
the samples, including MOKE, VSM, MCD and AHE. In order to study the spin dynamics
and domain behavior induced by laser pulse, the TR-MOKE and an AOS system are
employed based on those magneto-optic effects.
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Chapitre 3

AO-HDS in Co/Pt multilayers

In this chapter, we will discuss the behavior and physics of AO-HDS in Co/Pt mul-
tilayers. The typical behavior of AO-HDS in full films and devices will be introduced
firstly. Some critical factors, including pulse duration, repetition rate, fluence and pulse
number, will be studied about how they affect the switching efficiency of sample. Then
the domain wall motion (DWM) as a potential driven force of AO-HDS will be discussed,
starting from introducing some methods of manipulating the DW. Then, a model to des-
cribe the mechanism will be proposed and some experimental results will be presented to
support the model. Finally, the mechanism and some future direction of AO-HDS will be
suggested.

3.1 Phenomenon of AO-HDS in Co/Pt multilayers

In this section the phenomenon of AO-HDS in Co/Pt multilayers will be demonstrated
through two approaches : MOKE microscopy and electrical transportation. The complete
stack of the samples is : glass/Ta(3 nm)/Pt(3 nm)/Co(t nm)/Pt(3 nm). All the samples
with different thickness of Co show very good switching behavior, in this chapter, unless
it is especially mentioned, the plot results are measured from the sample with 0.8 nm Co
in which a large Kerr rotation and AHE voltage can be obtained.

3.1.1 AO-HDS in Co/Pt multilayered films and devices

The switching behavior of the Co/Pt full film is shown in figure 3.1, the sample is
saturated to M� with a magnet initially, then a pulse train of 1000 continuous right
circularly polarized �C pulses is sent to the sample. In accord with previous studies,
AO-HDS is a multiple pulses switching process, to completely switch the magnetization,
proper pulse duration and laser fluence are required149, as well as a certain number of
pulses13. By selecting the laser fluence of 8 mJ/cm2, the pulse duration of 1 ps and the
repetition rate of 5 kHz, it can be clearly seen that the area that exposed to the light
is fully switched to MC. And by sending another pulse train with opposite helicity ��

on the same area, the magnetization can be switched back. Therefore, the reproducible
AO-HDS phenomenon is obtained in Co/Pt multilayers.
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Figure 3.1 – MOKE images obtained : (a) after saturation along the positive z axis with
an applied magnetic field M�, (b) under no applied field after 1000 consecutive pulses
with a 5 kHz repetition rate, a pulse duration of 1 ps, a fluence of 8 mJ/cm2 and a
circularly right helicity �C, (c) under no applied field after 1000 consecutive pulses with
a circularly left helicity ��, (d) same as (b).

The 10�10 �m2 magnetic square shows good switching behavior as well. As is presen-
ted in the MOKE images (figure 3.2 (a)) and the Hall resistance measurements (figure 3.2
(b)), the magnetization switches to M� when exposed to 1000 consecutive laser pulses
with �� polarization and can be switched back using 1000 �C pulses. The applied trans-
verse current for electrical measurement is 0.5 mA, such that no obvious DWM or thermal
effect would be induced to the device. Figure 3.2 (c) shows the shape of domain after each
pulse. Since it is hard to take the pictures under a frame rate as high as the laser fre-
quency, we shine on the sample pulse by pulse manually and take the picture after each
pulse, so the time interval between each pulse is approximately 10 s. The spin dynamics
in the initial short timescale is identical between such experiment and a standard high
frequency multi-shots all-optical switching, but the former presents the domain revolution
in equilibrium after long timescale between each pulse, while the system may be still un-
der a non-equilibrium in a high frequency experiment. But considering the DWM, which
is the main domain behavior in longer timescale, is very slow, we believe that figure 3.2
(c) can reveal an approximative behavior during each pulse in AO-HDS. Some impor-
tant information can be obtained from the images after each pulse. Firstly, the complete
switching can be realized after 12 pulses in a small magnetic square, which is much less
than that in a full film, indicating that the pulse number is highly related to the area size
that need to be switched, thence studying the size effect of AO-HDS could be a direction
for the engineering application of AO-HDS. Secondly, during the first few pulses, some
random switched domains are created, afterwards these switched domains grow and unit
until the switching is accomplished. This indicates that the AO-HDS phenomenon could
be described in two-step regime. First, the multi-domain state is formed by helicity inde-
pendent thermal demagnetization, then, the growth and formation of domains due to a
helicity-dependent mechanism accomplish the switching.
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Figure 3.2 – AO-HDS using 2 ps circularly polarized laser pulses on a 10�10 �m2 Co/Pt
square. (a) MOKE images obtained : 1) after saturation along the positive z axis with
an applied magnetic field (MC), 2) under no applied field after 1000 consecutive pulses
with a 5 kHz repetition rate, a fluence of 2.1 mJ/cm2 and a circularly right helicity ��,
3) under no applied field after 1000 consecutive pulses with a circularly left helicity �C

the Co/Pt, 4) same as 2). (b) Hall resistance measurements as a function of time starting
from a saturated state along the negative z direction then applying a positive a field
along z followed by a negative field further on 1000 �� laser pulses, then 1000 �C laser
pulses and finally 1000 �� laser pulses are applied, the laser fluence is 2.1 mJ/cm2 . (c)
Magnetic configuration obtained after 12 �� consecutive pulses. the delay between two
pulses is approximately 10s to allow time to take the presented images, hence the fluence
is slightly higher than the case of 5 kHz repetition rate (2.5 mJ/cm2).

3.1.2 The switching properties under various parameters

There are four key parameters that are related to the behavior of AO-HDS : pulse
number, repetition rate, fluence and pulse duration. Trying to realize a switching with
multiple pulses, proper parameters should be selected. The pulse number and repetition
rate are general parameters about the whole pulse train and they constrain each other,
fluence and pulse duration are the internal parameters of a single pulse and they are
interconnected as well.

Pulse number and repetition rate
Simply put, AO-HDS is a multi-pulse phenomenon and more pulses will produce a

more complete switching. Hence, researchers usually use a continuous pulse train and
sweep the sample to obtain a switching8;26;32. However, the pulse number is a key factor
for future potential applications, a small number of pulses needed indicates less time and
energy consumed for the writing operation of a magnetic memory device. Besides, the
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sweeping method increase the complicity and instability of a system design. Fortunately,
very good switching performance is shown in the Co/Pt multilayers, we are able to switch
the magnetization with a pulse train of only several pulses on a static laser setup. Figure
3.3 shows the relationship between the least pulse number and repetition rate in the
samples with different Co thickness. The least pulse number indicates that our magnetic
square device can be fully switched in this configuration by choosing a proper fluence, no
such proper fluence can be found if the pulse number is less than the least pulse number,
lower fluence would not fully switch the whole square while higher fluence would end up
with a multi-domain state. For a sample with certain Co thickness, the least pulse number
decrease with increasing the repetition rate. For a certain repetition rate, the sample with
thicker Co can be switched with less pulses, the sample of 0.8 nm Co shows that it can
be switched with only 6 pulses under the repetition of 5 kHz. We will try to explain how
the repetition rate and Co thickness impacts the least pulse number after introducing the
mechanism of AO-HDS. But it is clear that a higher repetition rate in sample with thicker
Co can help decreasing the number of pulses needed.

Figure 3.3 – The least pulse number needed to obtain a compete switching under different
repetition rate for samples with different Co thickness.

Considering the high uncertainty of AO-HDS, especially when the pulse number is
small, it is not a good idea to use only several pulses to study the mechanism of AO-HDS,
in this thesis, we will mostly use 1000 pulses with the repetition rate at 5 kHz to ensure
a stable and complete switching for each excitation.

Fluence and pulse duration
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A common assumption is that AO-HDS happens within a fluence range109, no swit-
ching would be observed when the fluence is below a certain threshold while a multi-
domain would be brought when the fluence is higher than a certain value. Figure 3.4
shows four different typical AHE response to 1000 pulses with different helicities depen-
ding on the laser fluence. Note that we keep measuring the hall resistance as a function
of time after the 1000 pulses. The measured hall resistance is normalized such that +1
correspond to positive saturated magnetization MC, -1 to M� and 0 to magnetic state
whose average component along z is zero, the later is a multi-domain state. The initial
magnetization isM� obtained under a large negative field, then the hall resistance is mea-
sured as a function of the number of ��, �C and L polarized pulses under four different
fluences.

Figure 3.4 – Normalized Hall Resistance (RH=RHS ) as a function of the number of laser
pulses starting from a sample saturated in the negative z direction (M� with RH=RHS =-
1). 1000 laser pulses linearly polarized (L) and circularly polarized left and right (�� and
�C) are shined on the hall cross (a) for a fluence F = 2.1 mJ/cm2, (b) for a fluence F =
2.3 mJ/cm2, (c) for a fluence F = 2.4 mJ/cm2 and (d) for a fluence F = 2.6 mJ/cm2.

Five different cases is defined and described as follows. For a given pulse duration (here
2 ps) and for a fluence lower than a threshold value (here 2 mJ/cm2), the laser has no
effect on the magnetization switching whatever the laser polarity, we will refer it as Case
0, and above a certain threshold, the laser fluence is too high and for all light helicities a
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multi-domain state is reached, this will be Case 4. For intermediate fluence we can define :
Case 1 : For 2 mJ/cm2 < F < 2.2 mJ/cm2, only �C can switch the magnetic square

completely, while L and �� laser have almost no impact on the hall resistance.
Case 2 : For 2.2 mJ/cm2 < F < 2.4 mJ/cm2, not only �C pulse train leads to the

switching as in case 1, but L pulse train also affects the magnetization and bring the system
to a multi-domain state. However, �� laser pulse train is not affecting the magnetization.

Case 3 : For F = 2.4 mJ/cm2, all the three polarizations impact the magnetization,
but no full switching is observed. L leads to a fully multi-domain state (RH=RHS =
0) whereas �C pulse train induceds a multi-domain state slightly magnetized along the
positive field direction and symmetrically �� pulse train creates a multi-domain state
slightly magnetized along the negative field direction, after the 1000 pulses for �C and
��, the system tends to relax towards the closer saturated state.

Case 4 : For F > 2.5 mJ/cm2, the fluence is high enough, all three helicities will lead
to a demagnetization state in the end.

Figure 3.5 – Normalized Hall Resistance (RH=RHS ) as a function of the number of
pulses. (a) Average over 10 measurements for various laser fluence. (b) For fluence F =
2.06 mJ/cm2, which pulse will wake up the switching process can be very stochastic.

Hall resistance measurements have shown that Stochastic effect plays an important role
since for a given laser fluence and pulse duration the measurements can be quantitively
different as presented in figure 3.5 (b). For further analysis we have decided to repeat
the measurements 10 times and average them as shown in figure 3.5 (a). As the fluence
increases to 2.06 mJ/cm2, the switching ratio increases to 100% after 2000 pulses. And
for higher fluence, the pulse number needed for reaching a "mostly switched" state will be
reduced. But since more heat is brought to the system, some multi-domain area is created
end up with an incomplete switching, the higher the fluence, the larger the area. This result
is consistent with the simulation as shown in figure 3.6. By taking both thermal effect
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and induced opto-magnetic field into consideration, Xiao et al. calculated the switching
probability of L10-FePt nanoparticles for a circularly polarized laser pulse with different
opto-magnetic fields by atomistic-level simulation98;150. Then, they use an accumulative
model to simulate the net magnetization after multiple laser pulses with various fluences.
Similar rule as in experiment can be found in this model, indicating that the mechanism
behind AO-HDS could be a combination of pure thermal effect and non-thermal opto-
magnetic interaction.

Figure 3.6 – Magnetization evolution with the increasing number of laser pulses at
various laser fluence.98

Fluence is a critical factor, as well as the pulse duration, the measurement of the
pulse duration is done precisely through an autocorrelator developed by A.P.E Berlin.
We use the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian pulse to represent
the pulse duration of a laser pulse. The pulse duration shows very significant impact on
the fluence window in both AO-HIS and AO-HDS. It has been demonstrated that the
switching window of fluence will decrease with increasing the pulse duration in AO-HIS of
GdFeCo13. However, the AO-HDS in ferromagnetic materials shows completely different
relationship between pulse duration and fluence window, the state diagram to show their
relationship with static or sweeping laser mode is figure 3.7. An obvious switching window
can be achieved only for a pulse duration longer than 600 fs in both two cases, the fluence
window becomes wide as the pulse duration increases. Importantly, two new findings are
demonstrated in the state diagram. First, the switching regions obtained in two laser
configurations are adjacent to each other, the minimum fluence for demagnetization in
static laser configuration is close to the critical fluence for switching in sweeping case.
Second, the state diagram shows that full reversal is observed only in a narrow range of
laser fluence when the laser is static, while a wider switching window could be obtained
in sweeping mode. That is the reason why AO-HDS can be easily observed with longer
pulse duration and sweeping mode in previous demonstrations8;88.
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Figure 3.7 – Magnetization state diagram as a function of the laser fluence and the pulse
duration (PD), obtained with left circularly polarized �� laser in both static and sweeping
mode. For a given pulse duration, the black and red solid squares indicate, respectively,
the critical fluence for switching and minimum fluence required for multidomain-formation
in static mode. In the case of sweeping mode, two fluences are indicated by blue and pink
hollow triangle, respectively.

So far, it is clear how does the AO-HDS performance of a Co/Pt film related to its
four key parameters : pulse number, repetition rate, fluence and pulse duration. If not
considering the industrial application of this technology, we are able to conclude the
best configuration to observe a perfect switching phenomenon is to use larger number
of pulses, higher repetition rate, longer pulse duration and proper fluence related to this
pulse duration.

3.1.3 Magnetization dynamics pulse by pulse

Using an oscilloscope allowing measurements every 50 ns helps to study the effect of
laser pulses with different helicities on the magnetization dynamics of the 10�10 �m2

Co/Pt square initially saturated in the M� direction, as shown in figure 3.8 (a). From
those measurements we could observe that after the laser pulse a fast jump (within 2 �s)
takes place followed by a slower relaxation until the next pulse is sent, this is a fairly
typical behavior that happens after the laser excitation, And the direction of the jumps
and the relaxations shows different behavior between the first several pulses and lateral
pulses in figure 3.8 (b-c). In this thesis, the jumps and the relaxations will be the core
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focus to help understanding the mechanism of AO-HDS.

Figure 3.8 – (a) The high-resolution dynamics after each pulse under three helicities
for a fluence F = 2.3 mJ/cm2. (b) Zoom on the first part of the magnetization reversal
(RH=RHS from -1 to 0) after each laser pulse we can observe a fast positive jump and
a slow negative relaxation). (c) Zoom on the second part of the magnetization reversal
(RH=RHS from 0 to +1) after each laser pulse we can observe a fast negative jump and a
slow positive relaxation.

In the following chapter we will divide all the process into two stages, stage 1 where
the net magnetization switches from -1 to 0, and stage 2 where the net magnetization
switches from 0 to +1. During stage 1 where the first several pulses bring the normalized
resistance RH=RHS from -1 to 0, after each pulse, the fast jump is positive and brings
RH=RHS toward 0 whereas the slow relaxation is negative and tends to bring RH=RHS
back toward -1. As the jump amplitude is larger than the relaxation, after several pulses,
the system reaches a zero-net-magnetization state (RH=RHS = 0). After reaching this
state, when RH=RHS varies from 0 to +1, the situation is inverted : jumps are negative
and tend to bring the system toward the zero-net-magnetization state whereas relaxation
tend to bring the system to a positive saturation. In the latter case the amplitude of
the relaxations is larger than the jumps and tend to bring the system toward a positive
saturation.

In summary, the jumps always lead towards a zero-net-magnetization state and the
relaxation always towards the "closer" saturated state. It can be simply concluded that
the switching is accomplished through the jump in the early stage and the relaxation in
the later stage. The change of Hall resistance is the behavior of Co magnetic moment
dynamics, in the following sections, we will focus on the jumps and the relaxations and
try to reveal the microspin mechanism behind these two processes.

3.2 Manipulation of DW

It has been widely discussed that the AO-HDS is based on IFE, MCD or the recently
suggested MILA effect95;106–108;110;112;146;151, but weather a laser pulse is introducing a non-
thermal magnetic field or a pure thermal effect, the magnetization behaviors driven from
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these effects are both DWM. In following part, the DWM and some of its driven force
will be introduced.

3.2.1 Methods of DW manipulation

Magnetic field driven DWM
In 1998, Ono et al. demonstrated that a DW can be pushed by an external field in

a NiFe submicron magnetic wire152, and they studied the DW velocity and showed that
the DW velocity is linearly related to the external field in a following work153. Atkinson
et al. briefly measured the DW velocity under the external field and showed that the DW
velocity would be different with the direction and magnitude of the field154, they found
that the DW velocity can reach to a very high value of 1500 m/s when applying a field
parallel to the magnetization of sample.

Now, with the development of pulsed magnetic field technique and high-resolution
CCD camera in MOKE microscopy, the behavior of DWM under the magnetic field has
been well studied155;156. As shown in figure 3.9, the DW velocity as a function of external
field can be divided into different regimes : creep regime, depinning transition regime and
flow regime156.

Figure 3.9 – (a) Theoretical variation of the velocity v of a DW in a 2D weakly disor-
dered medium submitted to magnetic field at zero and finite temperature T. The creep,
depinning and flow regimes are labeled. (b) Regimes of DW flow motion in an ideal fer-
romagnetic film without pinning. The steady and precessional linear flow regimes are
separated by an intermediate regime which begins at the Walker field HW .156

Because of the structure asymmetry of the sample (lattice boundaries, interfacial
roughness, interfacial mixing etc.), the existence of a spatial distribution of magnetism
in the film leads to a spatial distribution of energy in magnetic DWs, resulting in the
pinning effect. At 0 K, a depinning field Hdep is usually needed to move the DW, when
T > 0 K, the DW can be pushed through thermal activating even when the external field
is smaller than the depinning field. The thermal activated creep regime under small field
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can be described as :
v D v0exp
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��
Hdep
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(3.1)

Where Uc is the depinning energy barrier, v0 is the initial DW velocity and � D 1=4.
When Hdep � Hext , the DWM can be described as the depinning transition regime.

Especially when Hdep D Hext , the DW velocity as the function of temperature is :
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When T = 0 K, the DW velocity as the function of external field can be expressed as :

v .Hext ; T � Td / D vH

�
Hext �Hdep

Hdep

�ˇ
(3.3)

Where vT and vH is called depinning velocity, Td is the temperature related to the
pinning strength,  and ˇ are constants.

When Hext � Hdep, the DWM goes into the flow regime, and it displaces another
three different regimes as shown in figure 3.9 (b). Steady regime where the DWM is
dominated by the first term of LLG equation, the DW velocity is given by a linear relation :
v1 D �Hext , � represents the DW mobility and � D �=˛, where  is the gyromagnetic
ratio, � is the DW width, and ˛ is the damping constant. When the magnetic field
increases to a certain value, the DW periodically changes its structure between Bloch
wall and Néel wall, this phenomenon is called the Walker breakdown157;158. It can be
described through a canting angle  that characterizes the out-of-plane vector direction
of spins within the DW, when the filed exceeds Walker field, the originally stationary value
of  is replaced by precession d =dt ¤ 0. Therefore, in the second region, a nonlinear
negative mobility is obtained and lead to the decrease of DW velocity with increasing
field. In third region, the positive linear mobility leads to the similar behavior as in the
steady regime but with much lower mobility.

Spin transfer torque driven DWM
Berger et al. firstly suggested that the DW can be pushed by polarized spin current

based on the physics of STT159. When the polarized spin current passing through the
DW, the spin angular moment of the conduction electrons would be transferred to the
magnetization of DW, leading to the DWM. STT driven DWM can be understood from
the extended LLG equation :
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Where ˇ is the degree of the non-adiabaticity factor for STT. And,

u D
JPg�B

2eMS

(3.5)

Where J , P , g and �B denote the current density, the polarization of spin current,
the Landé g-factor and the Bohr magneton respectively. In the extended LLG equation,
two extra terms are added, the first term, written as

�
�!u �
�!
r

�
�!m , is the adiabatic torque,

while the second term, written as ˇ�!m �
h�
�!u �
�!
r

�
�!m
i
, is the non-adiabatic torque. The

adiabatic torque describes the mutual spin angular moment transfer between spins of
conduction electrons and the magnetization of DW and it rotates the spin direction to
the majority. On the other hand, the non-adiabatic torque is in the orthogonal direction
to the adiabatic torque, so that it acts as an effective field that drives the DW.

Figure 3.10 – Steady velocity computed for a transverse DW by micro-magnetics in a
120�5 nm2 wire as a function of the velocity u which represents the spin-polarized current
density, with the relative weight of the exchange field term as a parameter. Open symbols
denote vortices nucleation. The shaded area indicates the available experimental range
for u.160

When the applied current is large enough that adiabatic torque is able to overcome
the torque of the effective field, the DWM with continuous spin precession is generated.
Theoretically, the dependence of STT driven DW velocity on the current density is very
similar to the result observed in field driven DWM. When the current density is relati-
vely low, the DW velocity follows a linear relation as : v D ˇu

˛
. After a critical current

density, the DW cannot maintain its structure and periodically changes like in the field
driven model, the DW experiences a Walker breakdown and a precessional propagation
as shown in figure 3.10160. However, because of the significant thermal effect from the
electrical current, only the creep regime under low current has been demonstrated in
experiments161–163.

Spin orbit torque driven DWM
In comparison to STT, DWM driven by SOT, which is a very popular topic in recent
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years, is a much more energy efficient technique for DW memory devices. In 2008, Moore
et al. reported the current driven DW motion at the velocity of �130 m/s in the direction
of the current in Pt/Co/AlOx heterostructure164, this result is very surprising because the
direction of DWM should be opposite to the direction of current if only consider the exist of
STT. Then in the same material, a DW velocity of 400 m/s at the current density of 3�1012

A/m2has been reported165 and they suggested that it is due to the appearance of field-like
torque due to the Rashba effect166. On the other hand, the magnetization switching by
current pulse has been observed in Pt/Co/AlOx heterostructure by another group, but
they concluded the origin to the SOT origin from spin hall effect (SHE) in the heavy
metal layer6;7. Later, Haazen et al. demonstrated the DWM in Pt/Co/Pt multilayers and
proved that the SHE plays a decisive role when explaining the fast DWM in perpendicular
materials167.

Figure 3.11 – the DWM driven by SOT in Pt/CoFe/MgO and Ta/CoFe/MgO magnetic
wire : (a) the illustration of DWM in Pt/CoFe/MgO wire, DW moves at a velocity of vDW
in the opposite direction of injected current je under the effective field HSL. (b-c) the DW
velocity as a function of je and HSL (b) in Pt/CoFe/MgO and (c) in Ta/CoFe/MgO.168

In 2013, Emori et al. suggested that the Sloncezewski-like spin torque from SHE
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could be the origin of DWM by studying the current driven DWM in Pt/CoFe/MgO
and Ta/CoFe/MgO as shown in figure 3.11168. The Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction
(DMI) at the interface of Pt/CoFe results in the formation of Néel wall with left-hand
chirality, when a current is applied along x direction, the strong SHE in Pt layer leads to
the spin accumulation in y direction at the interface to CoFe layer, the torque from SHE
applied to the left-hand chiral Néel wall pushes the DW moves towards the direction of
current, which is opposite to the DWM direction driven by STT. On the other hand, for
CoFe interfaced with Ta, because Ta has the opposite spin hall angle to Pt169, the SHE
effective field by Ta is contrary. Therefore, the DWM direction observed in Ta/CoFe/MgO
is opposite to the direction of current. Because of this kind of rigid and stable formation
of Néel wall and its fixed chirality from the DMI of heterostructure, the DW can be
high-efficiently driven by SOT.

Thermal gradient driven DWM
The study of DWM driven by thermal gradient TG is based on the theory of spin See-

beck effect170, which refers to the occurrence of spin current due to a temperature gradient
in a ferromagnetic material. The presence of spin Seebeck effect was first demonstrated
in 2008105, Uchida et al. showed that the spin-up and spin-down electrons would diffuse
to opposite direction in the sample under a temperature gradient. Afterwards some theo-
retic work has been done to predict the DWM driven by TG100–103, but it was in 2013
that Jiang et al. reported the DWM by TG in magnetic insulators in experiment for
the first time104. In this work, they thermally excited a magnonic current to transfer its
spin angular momentum to the local magnetization inside the DW, leads to the DWM,
this observation indicates that insulating magnetic materials could enable thermal STT
devices in spin caloritronics171 as a potential application.

There are two possible mechanisms to explain the physics behind the DWM by TG.
The first one is based on the magnonic STT, there is little debates on if magnonic STT can
move the DW since it is very similar to the DWM driven by electric current STT. Based
on the model from current driven DWM, the DW velocity below the Walker breakdown
can be written as113 :

vD D
kB

˛MS6�2�m

@T

@z
(3.6)

Where �m is the wavelength of the excited magnons. But it has to be very careful
when it comes to the direction of DWM in this case. By far, all the experimental results
showed that the DW propagates to the hotter region under a TG104;107, which means
the direction of DWM is opposite to the magnon propagation direction. But indeed, the
direction of DWM is strongly dependent on whether the magnons pass through the DW
or are reflected by the wall172. When the magnons pass through the DW, the magnonic
STT between the magnons and the DW makes the wall move in the opposite direction to
the magnons. When they are reflected by the DW, the direction of DWM is in the same
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direction to that of the magnons.
Another approach to explain the DWM by TG is from the point view of entropy101. A

DW can be consider as a thermodynamic object whose free energy �F .T / is minimized,
the free energy can be expressed by the internal energy �U of the wall and its entropy
�S as113 :

�F .T / D �U � T�S (3.7)

Hence, the DW will move to the region with higher temperature to minimize its free
energy. Based on the framework of the LLB equation, the DW velocity below the Walker
breakdown from a thermodynamic point of view can be written as101 :
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For T � TC , the temperature dependent transverse damping parameter ˛? is connec-
ted to the atomistic damping parameter � via ˛? D � Œ1 � T= .3TC /�, Both magnonic
STT and entropic torque can be used to explain the DWM by TG, there are still lots of
debates which effect is dominant.

3.2.2 DWM by laser

Using laser to manipulate the DW was demonstrated by Quessab et al. in 2018107,
in this work, they used a linearly polarized laser pulse train to shine on the DW and
its two sides as shown in figure 3.12 (a-c). Because the laser profile follows a Gaussian
distribution from center to edge, then a thermal gradient can be created follows the same
rule. When the center of spot is right on the DW, no DWM is observed, whereas when the
laser center is shifted a little bit to the left or right, the DW will move towards the center
of the laser beam until the laser center is right on the DW and no specific DWM direction
is preferred. This result proves that laser can create a TG which acts as an effective field,
and when the effective field is great enough to overcome an energy barrier of unpinning a
DW, the DW is moved.

They also reproduce the same work using pulse trains with helicity as shown in figure
3.12 (d)106. In this case, the TG created by the Gaussian distribution of laser is no more
dominant, instead of the absorption of the magnetization to different helicities. The DWM
direction can be manipulated by changing the helicity of laser. But as we introduced in
the previous section, both IFE and MCD can be used to explain the phenomenon of
laser induced DWM, IFE acts as a field-driven DWM while MCD acts as a TG driven
DWM, it has been widely discussed about the dominant effct when the laser is moving
the DW80;95;99;106;108;146;151.
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Figure 3.12 – (a) and (b) MOKE images of a DW in Co/Pt multilayers exposed to 40-fs
linearly polarized (L) laser pulses with a fluence of 7 mJ/cm2. The laser beam spot (star)
is (a) on the DW and off-centered in (b) and (c). The DW moves towards the center of the
beam which is the hottest regions107. (d) MOKE images taken before and after exposure
centered on DW and with a fluence below the switching threshold106.

We reproduced the phenomenon of laser induced DWM in a channel device of Co/Pt
multilayers as shown in figure 3.13. We fabricated a channel whose width is 10 �m and
send a pulse train of 3000 pulses on the DW to move it as shown in figure 3.13 (a),
because the HWFM in space is about 50 �m which is larger than the channel width, we
assume that the Gaussian distribution of laser fluence in space is not significant. With this
configuration, the DWM can be observed and its direction is dependent on the helicity of
light, the DW will move from M� to MC (resp. MC to M�) when it is exposed to ��

(resp. �C) light. And this rule does not fail when the laser center is a little bit shifted to
the DW, it indicates that there is an effective field, weather it is origin from TG or IFE,
generated within the range covered by the laser.

We also calcuted the DW velocity under different laser fluence as shown in figure 3.14.
Because the laser induced DWM is limited in creep regime where the motion by each pulse
is too small to be resolved by our MOKE microscopy. In order to obtain the displacement
of domain after each pulse, we send 50 consecutive pulses to get an accumulation of
displacement, the duration of each pulse is 2 ps, and the interval of each pulse is 200 �s
to make sure that everything has recovered when next pulse arrives. We consider 50�2 ps
as the duration of DWM and measure the distance the DW moved after 50 pulses, then
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Figure 3.13 – (a) A Co/Pt channel with 10 �m width exposed to 3000 consecutive
pulses to obtain a displacement of domain. (b) the laser profile of fluence and position,
the HWHM of laser sopt in space is about 50 �m which is larger than the channel width.
(c-d) MOKE images demonstrates the manupulation of DW using circularly polarized
pulse train (c) on the DW and (d) off-centered to the DW.

the DW velocity as the function of laser fluence in creep regime is obtained as shown in
figure 3.14 (b).

Figure 3.14 – (a) Differential MOKE images of after and before the excitation to 50
consecutive pulses of 2 ps pulse duration on the DW with various fluence. (b) The rela-
tionship between the DW velocity and laser fluence for samples with different Co thickness
in creep regime.
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There is two information indicated in this result. First, The DW velocity follows a
linear relationship with the laser fluence for three samples with different Co thickness and
the slope of linear relationship is almost the same between different thickness, it agrees
with two models on the TG driven DWM we introduced before where the DW velocity
is also linearly related to the temperature gradient. Second, a higher fluence threshold is
needed to generate a DWM for sample with thicker Co, meaning the sample with thicker
Co has a higher depinning threshold to overcome. We use the effective depinning field
Hdep to describe the depinning barrier in TG driven DWM. In fact, Hdep itself is difficult
to estimate because of the thermal smearing of the depinning transition156, besides, Hdep

is related to the PMA which is itself temperature dependent173, Gorchon et al. reported
the temperature dependence of DW velocity and external field174, Hdep is decreased with
rising temperature as shown in figure 3.15 (b). But it can be easily understood that
Hdep increase with the Co thickness in ultrathin Pt/Co/Pt films. Similar rules have been
reported when the DW is driven by the magnetic field. As shown in figure 3.15 (a),
depinning field is obviously larger in sample with thicker Co in creep regime175.

Figure 3.15 – (a) Experimental velocity-field curves for DWM in Co/Pt multilayers
with PMA. Each curve corresponds to a different thickness for the Co layer, as indicated.
Continuous lines represent linear fits to the fast-flow regime at large fields175. (b) Variation
of DW velocity in Co/Pt multilayers with field for different temperatures with different
regimes. Inset : Domain wall displacement (in black) from a nucleus (in red) produced by
a 1 �s field pulse of H = 865 Oe at 150 K174.

3.3 Mechanism of AO-HDS

In Section 3.1.3 we introduced the typical AHE behavior of AO-HDS, it is general
that a fast jump followed by a slow relaxation in opposite direction happens to the Hall
resistance when a pulse sent to the device. In this section, we will study the spin dynamics
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behind the AHE behavior, first, all the effects that exist from ultrafast demagnetization
in femtosecond timescale to DWM in microsecond timescale will be concluded. Then we
will try to resolve what are the dominant effects of the jumps and relaxations in different
stages of switching.

3.3.1 Spin dynamics in different timescale

Figure 3.16 shows various dynamics occurring after a femtosecond laser pulse has ex-
cited on a ferromagnetic material in different timescale. First the photon field interacts
with the electronics charges and spins, the angular momentum of light is been modified
nonlinearly during the interaction in the first tens of femtoseconds. Then the dynamics of
electrons and spins to thermalized populations takes place, leading to the fast demagne-
tization. All the mechanisms including electron-photon interactions176, exchange interac-
tions, spin-orbit interaction177;178 and spin-flips179 occur from the timescale of femto- to
picosecond. From pico- to nanosecond timescale, the magnetization precession and dam-
ping or the propagation of magnons can be used to explain the dynamics with the help
of LLG equation we have discussed in Section 1.2.

Figure 3.16 – The dynamics occurring after a femtosecond laser pulse has excited on a
ferromagnetic material in different timescale.

In longer timescale, thermally activated magnetization process leads to different ma-
gnetization behavior like relaxation, DW nucleation and DW propagation, the dynamics
considering the presence of temperature can be studied with the Kinetic Monte Carlo
method, energy barrier calculations and the Arrhenius-Néel law. For the value of thermal
energy comparable to the energy barrier, the magnetic system will become unstable and
oscillate randomly, showing superparamagnetic properties. For the value of thermal energy
smaller than the energy barrier, the magnetization will stay in a local minimum during
precession and will surmount the energy crest which separates the two energy minima,
appearing in the valley of another minimum eventually. This is then called thermally ac-
tivated magnetization process or thermal activation, the study of thermal activation is
very important because it is related to the thermal stability of a system in the application
of magnetic technologies such as HDD180, STT-MRAM181 and racetrack memory182. The
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average time between two magnetization flips can be calculated by Arrhenius-Néel law :

� D �0exp .�E=kBT / (3.9)

Where �E is the energy barrier, and it is �E D KV in a Stoner-Wohlfarth particle
with the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy constant K and the volume V . �0 is a constant and
has a value between 10�9 s and 10�11 s in general. Taking Co particle at room temperature
as an example, K = 45�104 J/m3, �0 = 10�9 s, V = 2�2�2 nm3, a flip time of � = 2.4 ns
is obtained. Some experimental results shows that the domain nucleation time is in the
timescale of nanosecond183–185.

Table 3.1 – Dynamics in different timescale after sending a �C pulse to a M� film.
Timescale Effect Behavior Direction RH
0 - 10 ps Ultrafast demag Domain nucleation M� to 0 Jump
0 - 100 ps IFE DWM M� to MC Jump

100 ps - 20 �s MCD DWM M� to MC Relaxation
100 ps - 200 �s Domain pressure DWM 0 to M� Relaxation

In this work, we will focus on the domain nucleation and DWM by thermal activation in
longer timescale, which could be the origin of AO-HDS. Table 3.1 lists the possible effects
and their influence on the magnetization after a �C circularly polarized pulse exciting on a
M� film. During the jumps, it can be easily understood that an ultrafast demagnetization
occurs firstly in femtoseconds, followed by spin-lattice relaxation in picoseconds, it reaches
to a quasi-equilibrium after several picoseconds, this process is no different to the typical
ultrafast demagnetization phenomenon42. Meanwhile, owing to an effective magnetic field
induced by the circularly polarized laser, the precession of the magnetization vector occurs
under the IFE field in hundreds of picoseconds. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
direct estimation for the lifetime of IFE field so far, Vahaplar et al. shows that the IFE
field can persist in a magnetic metal longer than the laser duration by studying the THz
yield of the metallic film excited by laser94, Cornelissen el al. calculated the minimum
duration of IFE field that needed to reproduce AO-HDS in Co/Pt multilayers based on
the model of IFE95. Additionally, there is no evidence to prove that DWM generated by
IFE field will stop as soon as the field disappears. But we have reason to believe that
the DWM induced by IFE field has stopped in 2 �s after the excitation, otherwise the
switching can be accomplished with only one pulse if assuming a filed-driven DWM of
1 m/s, however no helicity-dependent single-shot switching has been reported in Co/Pt
multilayers yet. Hence, two effects are involved in the jumps, ultrafast demagnetization,
ending up with random domain nucleation in the timescale of 10 ps, leads to a change
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of Hall resistance from -1 to 0, and of course, the demagnetization is helicity-dependent
because of MCD. Also, IFE will introduce an effective field to nucleate some domains and
push the DWs, the change of Hall resistance by this effect is from -1 to +1.

At longer timescale from nanosecond to microsecond, the relaxation is the DWM origin
from three different effects : TG by MCD, TG by laser Gaussian distribution, and the
domain pressure.

We have introduced the DWM driven by TG in the previous sections, we have verified
that the DW will move to hotter region in our Co/Pt multilayers. In the relaxations,
TG by the laser Gaussian distribution is pushing the DW to the center where it is the
hottest, but this effect has actually no impact on the behavior of Hall resistance. First,
because of the random nucleation of the jumps, the total magnetization would not change
in average by pushing these random DWs to center. Second, our device is indeed very
small compare to the size of laser beam, and no obvious TG is created especially when
the laser is centered on the device.

On the other hand, the effect of MCD will create a temperature gradient across the
DW because of the different absorption of two magnetization orientations, theMC domain
will have more absorption from �� light due to MCD, leading to higher temperature than
the M� domain. Thence the MC domain will shrink brcause their DWs tend to move
to the domain center where has the highest temperature, therefore, the Hall resistance is
changing from -1 to +1 under such TG.

A magnetic bubble will shrink to smaller size spontaneously due to the DW surface
tension186. According to the Laplace-Young equation187, A pressure is introduced on the
domain in order to minimize its surface energy, this pressure is given by P D =R, Where
 is the energy per unit of the DW, R is the radius of domain. Hence, the smaller of the
domain, the larger of the domain pressure. In our case, the laser nucleates lots of small
domains in first several picoseconds, then these domains shrink and even disappear in the
end spontaneously. This phenomenon is especially obvious in the early stage where more
small domains are created due to MCD.

The Hall resistance response to the laser pulse shows very stochastic behavior even
under an unchanging laser fluence because of the thermal fluctuation of the spin system,
moreover, we are not able to keep the pulse energy exactly identical between pulses in
the real measuring platform. In order to eliminate the error caused by this randomness
and study the general rule of jumps and relaxations with magnetization, we repeat the
switching measurement for 10 times for various fluence, the repetition rate is 5 kHz and
the pulse number is 2000. Because each pulse will generate a jump follows by a relaxation,
we extract the value of the jumps �M jump, the relaxations �M relaxation and note the
initial magnetization of each pulse. The relationship between the jumps or the relaxations
and their initial net magnetization under a typical fluence is displayed in figure 3.17, those
smaller scatters present the behavior of each pulse and the larger scatters are the average
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of numerous tests, all the results are normalized.

Figure 3.17 – The magnitude of jumps �M jump and relaxations �M relaxation varies
with normalized net magnetization, the small scatters are the results of numerous tests
and the large solid dots (red and blue) are the average of these measurements which are
�M jump and�M relaxation. The black dots are the sum of averaged jumps and relaxations
(�M jump + �M relaxation), the shadow area indicates that the total contribution of
jumps and relaxations accomplish the switching, the fluence for this measurement is 1.57
mJ/cm2.

�M jump are mostly positive at the beginning while the relaxations are negative, when
about 50% of the magnetization is switched, the jumps contribute negative to the swit-
ching and �M relaxation are positive. This result from extensive replicated tests confirms
that what we observe from the trace in figure 3.8 is a general behavior, and we are able
to conclude that the magnetization reversal is accomplished by the competition of these
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two contributions.
In the next sections, we will separately study the relationship of the jumps or the

relaxations and the magnetization in different stage of switching, the dominant effects
behind the jumps and the relaxation will be inferred and explained.

3.3.2 General mechanism

In this section, we will try to build a general mechanism about the involution of a
magnetic system after exposed to a circularly polarized pulse in 200 �s, we will consider
two different initial state : M� state where the system is saturated to M� direction and
the net magnetization is -1, which is the typical state in stage 1, and multi-domain state
where the some MC domains are generated and the net magnetization is above 0, which
is the typical state of stage 2.

In stage 1
The mechanism is schematically drawn in figure 3.18, when a M� magnetic square is

exposed to a laser pulse with different helicities, the magnetization response will experience
two stages according to what has been observed in AHE measurement : the jumps which
lasts for 2 �s approximately and the relaxations which lasts until the coming of next pulse,
the timescale is read out from what we measured from the oscilloscope which cannot reveal
the timescale of the laser induced spin dynamics precisely, but we will consider all the
direct laser-induced effect only exists in the first 2 �s.

Figure 3.18 – Schematic representation of the nucleation and motion of DW in a M�
(blue) saturated film after exposing to a �C or �� pulse, the generated MC domain is in
black, the red curve is the behavior of Hall resistance.

The ultrafast demagnetization ends up with the domain nucleation is mainly attributed
to laser-induced transient heating in picosecond timescale, in this process, the MCD effect
will result in the absorption difference between �C and �� light, more domains will
be generated from �C pulse since the sample will elevate to higher temperature. After
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the domains are generated by �C pulse, an effective filed due to IFE can generate the
DWM which tends to expand those domains, whereas direction of the effective field by
�� is opposite and the domains favor to shrink to M�. By considering all these effects
contributing the net magnetization, it can be concluded that a �C pulse will introduce a
very fast and huge jump of net magnetization, while a �� pulse will introduce a relatively
smaller one, as what we observed in Hall measurement. Additionally, it is reasonable that
the IFE induced DWM disappears after 2 �s, otherwise AO-HDS can be easily realized
with single pulse considering the DW velocity and lifetime of IFE. Therefore, �M jump

is determined by the combination of pure thermal nucleation and its subsequent DWM
by IFE, the helicity intervenes in the magnetic dynamics through a pure thermal and a
non-thermal aspect respectively.

After 2 �s, lots of small and isolating domains are created, and the DWMwith different
origin leads to the relaxation. The first origin is TG by MCD, according to the 3TM mode,
the spin, electron and lattice temperature will reach a quasi-equilibrium in picosecond
timescale, but there is no evidence to prove how long the system temperature will relax
to the room temperature, the temperature difference between two opposite domains may
last for very long time. TheM� domain which absorbs more heat from �C pulse becomes
hotter, the DWM direction will be from MC to M� since the DW will move to hotter
region in our sample, leading the expansion ofMC domain. The net magnetization changes
by the TG driven DWM is opposite to the relaxation that we observed, because there is
another driven force to generate a contrary DWM which is domain pressure. The domain
shrinkage due to DW surface tension is very strong when the domain radius is small,
leading to the relaxation of net magnetization. Besides, the shrinking effect exists in the
whole lifetime of a domain, which is the origin of relaxation in 200 �s. In conclusion,
�M relaxation is joint contributed by TG driven DWM and domain shrinkage, the latter
is dominant to relaxation in stage 1 in our theory.

In stage 2
Now we consider the situation starts with multi-domain state exposed to �C pulse in

figure 3.19, assuming the net magnetization is above 0. Similarly, the jumps are initially
resulted from the ultrafast demagnetization and domain nucleation by the laser-induced
heating effect. Subsequently, IFE will try to move the DW in longer timescale after the
domain nucleation. The direction of �M jump is determined by the total contribution
of nucleation in MC and M� domains and the IFE driven DWM. The Hall resistance
changes bring from IFE and nucleation inM� domain is positive and that from nucleation
in MC domain is negative, therefore, �M jump is strongly related to the ratio of MC and
M� area, which is net magnetization.
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Figure 3.19 – Schematic representation of the nucleation and motion of DW in a film of
multi-domain state after exposing to a �C or �� pulse.

Figure 3.20 shows the relationship between �M jump and net magnetization in stage
2, �M jump is positive even when the magnetization is compensated because of the ab-
sorption difference by MCD, then the jumps of two magnetization with opposite direction
are offset when the ratio of MC domains is slightly larger than that of M� domains, and
the magnitude of jumps will reach a maximum value when M/MS is 0.7 approximately.
Further discussion to calculate the contributions to �M jump will be presented in next
section.

Likewise, after all the effects directly induced by laser pulse disappear in 2 �s, the
DWM driven by domain pressure and TG is the origin of magnetization relaxation. Be-
cause both small MC and M� domains are generated after the excitation in this case,
the relaxation due to domain shrinking is compensated, besides, the domain pressure of
those initial large domains contributes little to the relaxation considering their large do-
main radius or irregular shapes. Therefore, the domain pressure is not the origin of the
directional relaxation in this stage. TG by MCD now takes the place, leading an obvious
growth of MC domain and completing the switching after several pulses.
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Figure 3.20 – �M jump as a function of normalized net magnetization under various
fluence in stage 2.

In this section, we came up with a model to explain the possible mechanism of AO-
HDS, the dominant effects that leads to the behavior of net magnetization in different
stages are suggested. In the following section, some experiment results will be shown to
support the theory.

3.3.3 Resolving the jumps and the relaxations

Our model proposes that AO-HDS is accomplished by two steps : the domain nuclea-
tion leads to a multi-domain state in the stage 1, and the DWM leads to the domain
growth in the stage 2. In this regime, the DWM also exists in the first stage but is not
dominant, as well as the nucleation in stage 2. The Hall measurements indicate that the
path to a complete reversal is the result of competition between jumps and relaxations.

The jumps
A jump of magnetization is the combination of domain nucleation and subsequent

DWM by IFE in very short timescale, it can be described as :

�M
.�C;M�/
jump D �M

.�C;M�/
nuc C�M

.�C;M�/
IFE (3.10)
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�M
.��;M�/
jump D �M .��;M�/

nuc ��M
.��;M�/
IFE (3.11)

�M nuc refers to the magnetization change after nucleation and is helicity-dependent,
considering M� will absorb more heat from �C light due to MCD, �M.�C;M�/

nuc is larger
than �M .��;M�/

nuc . �M IFE indicates the DWM by IFE which is also helicity-dependent,
and light with opposite helicity will contribute to the net magnetization in the opposite
direction.

Figure 3.21 – (a) Changes of Hall resistance for the jumps at the first 6 pulses for samples
with different Co thickness under the excitation of �C and �� pulses, the fluences for three
samples are different which is the one at their own least pulse number. (b) Evolution of
the jumps with the net magnetization for various fluence.

Figure 3.21 (a) shows the magnitude of jumps �M jump after each pulse for three
samples with different Co thickness, the fluences used here are different for three samples
and are corresponding to the least pulse number of each sample as we introduced in
Section 3.1.2. �M jump shows a huge difference for two helicities at the first pulse and�
�M

.�C;M�/
jump ��M

.��;M�/
jump

�
increases with the Co thickness.

In order to resolve the contribution of MCD related nucleation and IFE induced DWM,
we first measured the MCD of the three samples as shown in table 3.2 using a MCD
spectrometer as introduced in Section 2.2.3, the calculation of MCD value refers from
equation 2.6. MCD increases with the Co thickness but the value of MCD/t is almost the
same for various thickness, indicating that the contribution of MCD related nucleation
does not change much for different Co thickness. However, the role of IFE is significant
different in the jumps, because the magnitude of IFE filed is independent to the sample,
whereas the DW velocity by IFE is different for various samples under the same field.
As reported by Bustingorry et al. in figure 3.15 : (a), the DW velocity is faster for the
sample with thicker Co in a flow regime175. Considering the magnitude of IFE field (The
effect of a 500 mJ/cm2 and 200 fs laser pulse was found to be equivalent to an effective
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field of about 5 T93) and the temperature of sample in the jumps, the IFE induced DWM
will work in the flow regime. Therefore, �M IFE will be more obvious in the sample with

thicker Co and
�
�M

.��;M�/
jump ��M

.�C;M�/
jump

�
is larger.

Table 3.2 – The total and different absorption to the right and left circularly polarized
light for three samples. The MCD and MCD/t are calculated.

Co thickness t (nm) 0.4 0.6 0.8
Atot(a.u.) 0.7347 0.7570 0.7549
�A (a.u.) 0.0013 0.0024 0.0031
MCD 0.18% 0.32% 0.41%

MCD/t (nm�1) 0.0045 0.0053 0.0051

Figure 3.21 (b) presented the relationship between�M.�C;M�/
jump and net magnetization,

for a multi-domain state, it can be described as :

�M
.�C/
jump D

�
�M

.�C;M�/
nuc C�M

.�C;M�/
IFE

�
�

�
�M

.�C;MC/
nuc ��M

.�C;MC/
IFE

�
(3.12)

During the multi-shot induced process where the magnetization changes from M�

to MC, with the decreasing (increasing) of the ratio of M� (MC) domain, �M.�C/
jump is

changing from positive to negative, but it does not follow a monotonic reduction from
the experiments, because �M.�C;MC/

IFE is related to the total DW length which is very
stochastic in various test.

The relaxations
The relaxation is mainly due to the DWM by different driven force : domain pressure

and TG due to MCD. At the very beginning, we will firstly explain that the relaxation is
not due to the recovery of the system temperature. In fact, the change of temperature T
from 300 K to 350 K does not show significant impact on the Hall resistance of a magnetic
square, normally the temperature of the sample has recovered below 350 K after 2 �s.
As shown in figure 3.22, the samples still keep good PMA under 350 K, and the Hall
resistance decreased by 0.66% which is relatively much smaller than the magnitude of the
relaxations.

Therefore, only take the domain pressure and TG driven DWM into consideration,
the change of magnetization in relaxation can be described as :

�M
.�C;M�/
relaxation

D �Mpressure C�M
.�C;M�/
TG (3.13)

�M
.��;M�/

relaxation
D �Mpressure ��M

.��;M�/
TG (3.14)
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Figure 3.22 – (a) Loop of Hall resistance and Field under 300 K and 350 K. (b) Hall
resistance decreases 0.66% from 300 K to 350 K which is relatively much smaller than the
magnitude of the relaxations.

The domain pressure aways drive the system to the majority of the net magnetization
Mnet and is compensated whenMnet D 0, additionally, �Mpressure is independent to the

configuration of laser pulse and only related to the domain distribution. �M.�C;M�/
TG is

helicity-dependent and tends to expand MC domain when exposed to �C light, besides,
�M

.�C;M�/
TG is fluence dependent because different pulse fluence will induce different TG.

For a system the magnitude of relaxation �M.�C/
relaxation

changes with its Mnet during the
multi-pulse switching process can be written as :

�M
.�C/
relaxation

D �Mpressure .Mnet ; L/C�M
.�C/
TG .F;Mnet ; L/ (3.15)

Where L is the DW length. The experimental result shows the relationship between
�M

.�C/
relaxation

andMnet under various fluence is plot in figure 3.23. In stage 1, lots of small
domains are created and the domain shrinking effect is very strong, the creep regime of DW
by domain pressure is dominant, therefore, the magnitude of �M.�C/

relaxation
is independent

to the pulse fluence and the contribution of �M.�C/
TG is negligible. In stage 2, the effect

of TG driven DWM is obvious as shown in figure 3.23 (b), for laser with higher fluence,
greater TG will be created leading to larger DW velocity. Hence, relaxation due to domain
pressure is no more dominant, but TG driven DWM which is fluence dependent.

From the above results we are now able to conclude that the mechanism behind the
AO-HDS is composed of two stages. In stage 1, the jumps are the result of domain
nucleation and subsequent IFE driven DWM, the relaxations are the result of domain
shrinkage, the jumps defeat the relaxations leading to a multi-domain state with zero net
magnetization. In stage 2, domain nucleation and IFE driven DWM contribute the jump
in opposite direction, leading to its negative and small magnitude, the relaxations mainly
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Figure 3.23 – Evolution of the relaxations with the net magnetization for various fluence
(a) in stage 1 and (b) in stage 2.

contributed by TG driven DWM are greater than the jumps and help accomplishing the
switching.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the phenomenon of AO-HDS has been shown and its properties rela-
ted to the key parameters has been studied. The switching in a Co/Pt magnetic square is
realized to study the spin dynamics during and after each pulse. Before studying the me-
chanism of AO-HDS, we introduced some methods of DW manipulation and laser induced
spin dynamics of different timescale. A model has been suggested to reveal the mecha-
nism, the switching is realized with the competition of the jumps and the relaxations, the
jumps in stage 1 lead to a multi-domain state and the relaxations in stage 2 complete the
switching. Some experimental results offer information about the dominant effect in the
jumps and the relaxations. Firstly, the jump is the combination of laser induced domain
nucleation and subsequent IFE induced DWM in short timescale, the behavior of samples
with different thickness confirms the presence of both two effects. Then, the relaxation in
stage 1 is mostly contributed by the domain shrinkage, whereas the TG driven DWM is
the dominant effect in stage 2. As a result, AO-HDS is proceed via a rapid creation of a
multi-domain state by the first few pulses that is followed by a much slower remagnetiza-
tion by the lateral pulses, and accomplished as a result of the domain growth driven by
MCD induced TG.

Considering that the jumps contribute negatively in stage 2 and the multi-domain-
state can be accomplished through a pure thermal effect, we are able to suggest that TG
induced DWM in stage 2 is the driving force of AO-HDS phenomenon. Some perspectives
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can be concluded after understanding the origin of AO-HDS. First of all, the two-step
mechanism suggests that AO-HDS phenomenon is impossible to achieve by a single pulse.
Secondly, the TG driven DWM property is important to increase the switching efficiency, a
material system with large MCD and the DW can be easily moved under TG are expected
to be switched with less pulses and lower laser power. Thirdly, changing the wave length
of laser pulse to improve the MCD effect of the material would be another pathway to
realize AO-HDS with less energy consumption.
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Chapitre 4

AO-HIS in GdRCo alloys

In this chapter, we study the mechanism of AO-HIS in Gd-based RE-TM alloys. We
have grown a series of samples according to the following structure : glass/Ta(5 nm)/Pt(3
nm)/GdyR1�x�yCox(10 nm)/Pt(5 nm), where R = Dy, Tb, Ho as introduced in Chapter
2. Toggle magnetization reversal by femtosecond laser pulse has been observed in samples
around RE-TM compensation point, even when the Gd concentration y is as low as 1.5%.
Then, we will discuss the AO-HIS state diagrams for different elements concentration, by
determining the magnetic configuration as a function of laser pulse duration and fluence.
In the state diagrams, some key parameters Fswitch, Fmulti , �max are used to define the
switching region. By studying the revolution of the parameters with elements concentra-
tion, some rule can be revealed to better understanding the mechanism of AO-HIS, as well
as to identify the ideal material and beam parameters for AOS devices from the aspect
of energy efficiency and system stability.

4.1 Single-shot AO-HIS in GdyR1�x�yCox alloys

4.1.1 AO-HIS in samples with various elements concentration

Unlike AO-HDS in Co/Pt multilayers discussed in Chapter 3, AO-HIS is a single-
shot phenomenon and thus only laser fluence and pulse duration need to be considered to
generate a switching. The state diagram showing the magnetic state after laser irradiation
under various pulse fluence and duration in GdCo alloy has already been well studied13.
As shown in in figure 4.1, by defining the magnetic state after the exposure as : "no
switching", "switching" and "multi-domain state", a switching window of fluence which
decreases with the pulse duration can be obtained. The critical fluence from "no switching"
to "switching" is defined as Fswitch and that from "switching" to "multi-domain state" is
Fmulti . When the laser fluence used is lower than Fswitch, there is no response for the
magnetic state, it corresponds to the white region in figure 4.1. As is indicated by the
grey region, the multi-domain state will appear once the laser fluence is above a given
value Fmulti . Fswitch follows a linear relationship at a slope k when increasing the pulse
duration, whereas Fmulti keeps almost constant. As a result, a triangle area is formed in
state diagram (pink area in figure 4.1), the minimum pulse duration � used in this work
is 50 fs, at which the widest laser fluences window allowing for magnetization switching is
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obtained. When increasing � until Fswitch D Fmulti , AO-HIS can no longer be observed
at whichever the fluence, we define the pulse duration currently as the maximum pulse
duration �max. In conclusion, three key parameters of Fswitch, Fmulti , �max define the
switching area in the state diagram of AO-HIS.

Figure 4.1 – AO-HIS state diagram of a 20-nm Gd24(FeCo)76 film : switching fluence
Fswitch (open black square and full blue square) and multi-domain fluence Fmulti (full red
dot) as a function of the pulse duration.13

The switching behaviors and the state diagrams in GdRCo alloys are not much different
from that in GdCo alloys. The AOS system as introduced in Section 2.3.2 is employed
to observe the switching phenomenon of these alloys, most of the samples, especially
those closing to the RE-TM compensation point, present standard AO-HIS switching
phenomenon.

Firstly, we focus on the samples for a certain Co concentration, i.e., GdyTb1�x�yCox
with x = 74%, while y varies from 1.5% to 23%. Figure 4.2 shows the MOKE images after
5-subsequent laser pulses with laser fluence F = 1.7 mJ/cm2, the film is initially saturated
via external field before exposure. The magnetization can be reversed after shining the
first laser pulse, and it will be restored after the second one. As a result, the magnetic
configurations after an odd (even) number of pulses will be the same as the one after
the first (second) pulse. The magnetic moments show deterministic toggle switching upon
irradiation with a single laser pulse. Interestingly, the deterministic reversal is achieved
even when the concentration of Gd is as low as 1.5% (as much as 24.5% of Tb). Moreover,
the toggle magnetization switching is also recorded in GdDyCo72 and GdHoCo72 alloys.
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But of course, no switching can be observed after exposed to femtosecond pulse for samples
whose Gd concentration is 0%, apart from thermal demagnetization, leading to a multi-
domain state.

Figure 4.2 – MOKE images of GdyTb1�x�yCox alloys with x = 74%, y varying from
1.5% to 23%, after exposure to a single linearly polarized laser pulse with a pulse duration
of 50 fs, the laser fluence is fixed at 1.7 mJ/cm2.

After evaluating the switching properties of all the samples, the mapping of magnetic
state after laser excitation in GdTbCo alloys with various elements concentration is built
as shown in figure 4.3, samples who is close to its RE-TM compensation point xcomp
possess AO-HIS (xcomp = 76% in TbCo and xcomp = 76.5% in GdCo), and the number
of samples exhibiting AO-HIS increases with the Gd concentration y, alternatively, the
minimum value of y has to be increased gradually to observe the switching when Co
concentration x is far away from xcomp. Unfortunately, the composition range for pure
GdCo with PMA is so narrow that we are not able to prove that pure GdCo alloys has
the widest range of composition showing AO-HIS. The reason why GdCo alloys maintain
PMA easier after doping Tb is from the zero spin-orbit coupling of Gd188, the presence of
RE ions with a strong spin-orbit coupling such as Tb, Dy and Ho give rise to much larger
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy Ku as compared to Gd.

The similar law of behavior is presented in GdDyCo and GdHoCo alloys as shown in
figure 4.4, AO-HIS can be realized in RE-TM alloys even when the Gd concentration is as
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Figure 4.3 – The mapping of elements concentration and magnetic states after laser
excitation for GdTbCo.

low as 1.5% when the magnetization of RE and TM is almost compensated (Co takes 73%
in GdDyCo and 69% in GdHoCo respectively). So, we propose that one GdRCo sample
whose concentration is closer to the compensation point is easier to show AO-HIS, and
the amount of Gd is less needed.

Figure 4.4 – The mappings of elements concentration and magnetic states after laser
excitation for (a) GdDyCo and (b) GdHoCo.

4.1.2 Possible origins

From what have observed in GdRCo alloys, two general laws can be concluded that
AO-HIS can be presented in a RE-TM material : firstly, Gd is indispensable but very
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low Gd concentration is sufficient ; secondly, the least Gd will be needed for AO-HIS at
the compensation point of RE-TM alloys. There have been many discussions what is the
particularity of Gd23;189;190 and why AO-HIS is lost when away from the compensation
point16;19;191.

Gilbert damping
A significant difference between Gd and the rest three elements is that Gd has zero

orbital angular momentum, leading to weak PMA and very small magnetic damping in
GdCo192–194. The Gilbert damping factor in RE-TM alloys can be evaluated by measuring
the ultrafast demagnetizing dynamics under various external field through TR-MOKE.
The effective damping constant ˛eff , which is the combination of Gilbert damping and
external damping, follows an approximate relation :

˛eff D 1= .2�f �/ (4.1)

Where f and � represent the precession frequency and relaxation time respectively.
When the external field is strong enough, ˛eff can be considered as the intrinsic damping
constant ˛0 as the external damping is relatively small.

But the role of damping parameter in AO-HIS is still under debate23. On the one
hand, according to previous reports, the Gilbert damping of RE-TM alloys would be di-
verged near the compensation point19;23;190–195. Usually, a larger damping is accompanied
by a larger amount of spin angular momentum transfer. Therefore, it will facilitate the re-
verse of the magnetic moments by exchanging more angular momentum between different
sublattices.

Figure 4.5 – Damping parameter ˛ as function of the RE concentration in RE-doped
Ni80Fe20 films.194

On the other hand, ˛eff is decreased when doping Gd into RCo. Figure 4.5 shows
the damping constant ˛0 as a function of the RE concentration in RE-doped Ni80Fe20
films194, in this work ˛0 increase linearly with the RE content. Dy and Tb have similar
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slope and increase fastest with increasing the content, because Gd has no orbital angular
momentum, the variation of its damping constant is ignorable. Therefore, low damping
parameter of Gd could be one of the conditions for AO-HIS.

Based on our observation, two necessary conditions for AO-HIS are the presence of
Gd and nearing to the compensation point of RE-TM, but the low damping in Gd-based
material and the high damping at the compensation point form a contradiction. More work
needed to be done to understand the role of damping and other effects from magnetization
dynamics and compensation or Curie temperature in AO-HIS.

Spin-lattice coupling
Another possible reason might be various spin-lattice coupling between Gd and other

REs. In an early work of this manuscript196, we suggested a phenomenological mechanism
to understand the role of spin-lattice coupling in the presence of switching. The mechanism
is shown in figure 4.6, firstly, the 3d and 5d delocalized electrons stemming from TM and
RE are excited to nonequilibrium, because the 5d electrons in RE metals carry only very
small magnetic moments (0.55 �B in Gd and 0.34 �B in Tb for instance), a pronounced
variation of ultrafast demagnetization time will not be expected for TbCo and GdCo
in this stage. Most of the magnetism in Gd and Tb comes from the deeply buried 4f
localized electrons which can not be directly excited by photon energy of 1.5 eV. In the
following picoseconds, the intersublattice 3d -5d6s-4f exchange coupling serves as a bridge
to transfer spin angular momentum between RE and TM sublattices. For Tb, this bridge
has to competes with another channel which is the transfer of spin angular momentum
from 4f electrons to the lattice due to its strong spin-orbit coupling. However, this channel
is blocked in Gd due to its zero orbital momentum, therefore, the spin angular momentum
transfer between Gd and Co is more efficient and favored. Such mechanism based on the
spin-lattice coupling may explain the importance of Gd in AO-HIS.

To explain such mechanism, we engineered Gd1�x�yTbyCox alloys and investigated the
influence of elements concentration on the spin dynamics. The ultrafast demagnetization
of GdTbCo alloy taking place in femto-second timescale is found to be independent of
Tb concentration, whereas the TR-MOKE signal measured at 10 ps after the excitation
decreases with increasing the Tb concentration when AO-HIS occurs. The results agree
with the theory that spin angular momentum can be transferred from Gd to Co resulting
in the magnetization switching, whereas the angular momentum is dissipated through
the lattice its strong spin-orbit coupling for Tb. This work highlights the role of spin-
lattice coupling in AO-HIS and the specialty of Gd, but the quantitative estimation on
the dissipation from spin to lattice in Gd and Tb is important to support the mechanism,
because we are able to observe AO-HIS when Gd concentration is as low as 1.5%, which
indicating a huge variation of angular momentum transfer between Gd-Co and Tb-Co.
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Figure 4.6 – Illustration for spin angular momentum dissipation process in GdTbCo
alloys after the excitation of laser pulse. The photon interacts with delocalized d electrons
directly in the first time. Two processes responsible for spin angular momentum dissipation
are categorized. Firstly, spin angular momentum can be dissipated by lattice and strongly
related the orbital quantum number L, this channel is almost closed in Gd due to its zero
orbit moment, whereas it is very strong in Tb. Secondly, the interaction between RE and
TM facilitated by intra-atomic exchange energy provides another channel for spin angular
momentum transfer.196

4.2 State disgram as a function of elements concen-
tration

4.2.1 General behavior

The state diagram of pulse duration and fluence in GdCo conveys many information
on AO-HIS, the switching fluence Fswitch corresponds the minimum energy needed for
angular momentum transfer between RE and TM, while the Fmulti is related to the
Curie temperature TC of material, the maximum pulse duration �max which defines the
intersection of Fswitch and Fmulti is a key parameter for future engineering application of
AOS spintronic device. We therefore measure the state diagram in GdRCo to study these
parameters change with elements concentration.

Starting from the sample Gd23Dy5Co72 film, in which a large amount of Gd guarantees
a relatively large fluence window showing AO-HIS, its state diagram is shown in figure
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4.7, the grey triangle area is formed in the state diagram to show AO-HIS, the behavior is
similar to that of GdCo alloy. Fswitch linearly increases with pulse duration at a slope of
k while Fmulti keeps almost constant. The minimum pulse duration is 50 fs, at which the
widest fluences window allowing for magnetization switching is obtained. When Fswitch D
Fmulti , �max above which the AO-HIS cannot be observed is 5 ps.

Figure 4.7 – (a) The state diagram of Gd23Dy5Co72 alloy : switching fluence Fswitch
(open black square) and multi-domain fluence Fmulti (open black dot) as a function of
the pulse duration. Three regions were divided by Fswitch and Fmulti : switching, no
switching, and multi-domain states. (b) The evolution of the shape of state diagrams by
changing the Gd concentrations in GdDyCo72.

Subsequently, the evolution of the state diagram is shown in figure 4.8 (b) by changing
the Gd concentration y (as well as the Dy concentration) in GdDyCo, when x is fixed
at 72%. It is clearly seen that the area of AO-HIS becomes smaller due to the change of
Fswitch, Fmulti , �max and k, although all the samples share the similar behaviors. For the
parameters of Fswitch, Fmulti , and �max, the red arrows are used to point the directions
where they move because of the reduction of Gd contents.

Figure 4.8 quantitatively present the evolution of the above parameters as a function
of the Gd (Dy) concentrations derived from the state diagrams in figure 4.7 (b). For a
certain pulse duration, � D 50 f s in figure 4.8, Fswitch decreases and Fmulti increases
with more Gd. Meanwhile, �max shown in figure 4.7 (b) increases from 0.6 ps to 5 ps
when the concentration of Gd is increased from 1.5% to 23%. The evolution of slope k
depends on the other three parameters Fswitch, Fmulti , �max. Due to the triangle shape
of the state diagram, k will become larger when �max, Fswitch is increased, or Fmulti is
decreased. Here, by doping more Gd, we found that Fswitch is decreased and Fmulti is
increased. This will lead to a smaller slope k if we do not consider the change of �max,
disagreeing with the fact that figure 4.8 shows a larger k with more Gd. As a result, the
increased k with more Gd concentration is mainly ascribed to the increase of �max.

Meanwhile, in figure 4.9, we plot the evolution of the shape of state diagrams as
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Figure 4.8 – The parameters of Fswitch, Fmulti and k as a function of Gd concentrations
in GdDyCo72.

a function of Co concentrations, when Gd and Dy contents are fixed at 18% and 13%
respectively, respectively. Co content shows more significant influence on Fmulti but almost
no impact on Fswitch. Samples with higher Co content possess higher Fmulti which can be
understood from the higher TC in rich Co samples. Fswitch increases with the Co content
but not significantly, and k decreases with the Co content. In the following section, more
results will be discussed to study the relationship between key parameters and elements
concentration.

Figure 4.9 – The parameters of Fswitch, Fmulti and k as a function of Co concentrations
in (a) Gd18DyCo and (b) GdDy13Co alloys.
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4.2.2 Key parameters

Indeed, the study on parameters of Fswitch, Fmulti , �max helps for the engineering
application of AOS devices. Fswitch is related to the power consumption of the writing
operation of a MRAM device, Fmulti represents the thermal stability of data storage
to prevent the magnetization from breaking into magnetic domains, enlarging the gap
between Fswitch and Fmulti reduces the possibility of error operation and improve the
robustness of the system. �max is the real limitation of the application of AOS, extending
�max to nanosecond timescale helps the AOS device being integrated with a compact
semiconductor laser and optical waveguide, rather than a complicate femtosecond laser
system using mode locking technology197;198.

To gain a quantitative insight on the details of the dependence of AO-HIS on elements
concentrations, we show the Fswitch, Fmulti , �max and k mapping of GdyDy1�x�yCox, in
figure 4.10, respectively, for different concentrations of Co and Gd (Dy). All the parameters
measured from the AO-HIS experiments using 50 fs pulse duration. Rules can be found by
fixing one of elements concentration, for the next section, we will discuss the revolution
of the four parameters in the mapping respectively.

Figure 4.10 – Mapping of laser parameters allowing for magnetization switching in Gd-
DyCo alloys, including (a) Fswitch, (b) Fmulti , (c) �max and (d) k, which is defined as
threshold laser fluence for switching, multidomain state, the maximum pulse duration to
observe AO-HIS and the slope k describing the dependence of Fswitch on pulse duration,
respectively.
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Switching fluence
From the mapping of Fswitch in in figure 4.10 (a), we can see that it depends on both

the concentrations of Co and Gd. The trend of Fswitch of all the samples is shown in
figure 4.11, taking GdTbCo as an example, for certain Co content, Fswitch becomes larger
with less Gd (more Tb). Meanwhile, by fixing Gd concentration, it can be seen that more
Co leads to larger value of Fswitch. The results for a few samples without doping Dy
are also shown at the highlighted area in figure 4.10 (a), from which one can see these
samples own the smallest Fswitch. It suggests the laser fluence needed to observe the AO-
HIS has to be increased once the other rare-earth element is doped into a pure GdCo
alloy. For Dy-doping and Ho-doping GdCo, similar behavior of Fswitch is demonstrated in
figure 4.11(b-c). Additionally, among three sample series, Fswitch of GdTbCo alloys is the
largest and that of GdHoCo is the smallest in general (following the order of TC of three
elements), indicating the system TC could also be a factor impacting Fswitch. Therefore,
a general conclusion to lowing the switching fluence in Gd-based RE-TM is to increase
the Gd concentration and decrease the system TC .

Figure 4.11 – Fswitch as a function of Gd concentration in (a) GdTbCo, (b) GdDyCo
and (c) GdHoCo with various Co concentration. Similar trend is shown of three material
series, Fswitch decrease with Gd concentration while increase with Co concentration. The
average Fswitch in GdHoCo is the lowest while in GdTbCo is the highest, the lowest
Fswitch is 0.7 mJ/cm2 in Gd16Ho21Co63 among all the samples that we have grown.

Wei et al. reported Fswitch as a function of Gd concentration in pure GdFeCo as
shown in figure 4.1213, Fswitch reaches a minimum value when the concentration of Gd is
32%. Because decreasing the Gd concentration reduces Fswitch while TM concentration
has opposite impact, the tradeoff of these two leading to the V-shape function. Some
previous works suggested that minimum Fswitch is shown around the compensation point
of GdCo13;22. However, for the samples of GdTbCo alloy, because the compensation points
of GdCo and TbCo are very close (around 24% of RE) in our sample, the minimum
Fswitch is found at Co 68% as shown in figure 4.11 (a) which is very far away from
the compensation point. Therefore, no relationship between the minimum Fswitch and
compensation point can be concluded.
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Figure 4.12 – Fswitch of a series of 10- and 20-nm-thick GdFeCo layers with different Gd
concentrations ranging from 22 to 27%.13

Most of the results described above can be understood by considering the switching as
the action of the spin current generated by the demagnetization of Gd sublattice and the
transferring of angular momentum to the rest of the system when reaching the ordering
temperature of the sample. This hypothesis is based on the experimental results in Gd-
based spin-valve71;72 and the model developed by Remy et al.199. But why is Gd remains an
open question as we discussed in Section 4.1.2. Overall, Fswitch is then expected to decrease
with increasing the Gd concentration and with decreasing the ordering temperature of the
alloy.

Multi-domain fluence
The multi-domain fluence is strongly dependent to the Curie temperature TC of the

sample22;61, because the formation of multi-domain is a thermally activated magnetization
process in nanosecond timescale183–185. From previous studies81;200;201, we can argue that
starting from a perpendicular magnetized sample one will favor a multi-domains if one can
reduce the exchange coupling in the sample and/or increase the demagnetization field in
the layer. The ability for a laser pulse to reduce the exchange coupling inside a magnetic
layer is given by the Curie temperature TC and by the amount of energy absorbed by
the magnetic layer. In other words, the exchange coupling will reduce faster if the Curie
temperature is low and if the temperature increase is large. The temperature increase is
given by the laser fluence but also by the percentage of the energy absorbed by the layer.
For a given sample stack, a magnetic layer with a higher TC will require more energy to
reach a demagnetization state. That could be an explanation why Fmulti is almost constant
and independent to the pulse duration. The system TC is related the concentration of the
elements, among the elements involved in this work, Co has the highest TC at 1394 K,
Gd has the highest TC at 292 K among the four REs, and TC of Tb, Dy and Ho is 222
K, 87 K, 20 K respectively (as found in handbooks).
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Figure 4.13 – Fmulti as a function of Gd concentration in (a) GdTbCo, (b) GdDyCo
and (c) GdHoCo with various Co concentration. Similar trend is shown of three mate-
rial series, Fmulti shows weak dependent Gd concentration but strong relationship to Co
concentration. The lowest Fmulti of 1.2 mJ/cm2 is found in Gd16Ho21Co63 which has the
lowest Curie temperature among all the samples that we have grown.

Therefore, as shown in figure 4.13, Fmulti is largely enhanced by increasing the Co
concentration x from 64% to 78%, because the TC of Co shows significant difference to
that of REs. Even though Gd has a higher TC than other REs, the effect of the variation
of Gd and Tb (Dy, Ho) contents is marginal to the system TC and no obvious rule can be
found between Fmulti and Gd concentration. Unfortunately, we are unable to characterize
the Curie temperature of our samples because the highest temperature we can reach in
our SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device) equipment is around 800 K,
which is lower than the Curie temperature of these samples.

Figure 4.14 – Fmulti and MS as a function of Co concentration in Gd18DyCo, with
various Co concentration. A strong dependence of Fmulti on MS can be found, where
samples closing to the compensation point with smaller MS obtain higher threshold to a
multi-domain state.

One has to remember that the domain formation is also due to the demagnetization
field i.e. dipolar field generated by the net magnetization of the sample81. This field
increases with the magnetization of the sample and with its thickness. This means that
moving away from compensation will increase magnetization and favor a multi-domain
state. This is the trend that can be observed in figure 4.14. Maximum Fmulti is obtained
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around the compensation. However, it is difficult to say when and so at which temperature
the demagnetization field and consequently the magnetization has to be considered. The
formation of domains are certainly taking place at time much larger than the typical
10 ps, 100 ps switching time observed in AO-HIS, but still the temperature is certainly
significantly larger than the initial room temperature. As a consequence, we observed that
Fmulti decrease faster with Co concentration in the Co rich region. We believe that it is
caused by the fact that the heating of the laser not only reduce the exchange coupling
but increase the magnetization for the Co rich samples, whereas it decreases for the Gd
rich samples.

Figure 4.15 – Fswitch and Fmulti with the Gd concentration for samples of various doping
elements, the composition of Co is 72%.

Figure 4.15 shows the function of Fswitch and Fmulti with the Gd concentration for
samples of various doping elements, the composition of Co is 72%. The two fluences in
Tb doped materials are the highest while that in Ho doped GdCo alloys are the lowest, it
proves that both Fswitch and Fmulti are also TC dependent to a certain extent. But that
effect is less significant for Fswitch, hence the largest switching window is found in the
sample series of GdTbCo in which the Fmulti is maximized.

Maximum pulse duration
The mapping of �max is explicitly shown in figure 4.10 (c). Obviously, one can see that

a larger �max appears as the concentration of Gd y is increased when x keeps as constant.
Within all the samples showing PMA, it highlights that the largest value of �max = 5.8 ps
is observed for Gd26Dy6Co68 with the highest amount of Gd. This value is slightly larger
than that observed in a pure Gd23:3Co76:7 alloy with �max = 5 ps, due to the tiny bit more
Gd concentration. When the composition of Co x is less than 68%, there is more space for
increasing the concentrations of RE elements. However, the in-plane magnetic anisotropy
occurs if the Gd composition y is higher than 23% with x = 63%. On the other hand, its
relation with the Co concentration x is relatively weaker when the amount of Gd is the
same.

The typical revolution of �max of three sample series is shown in figure 4.16. By fixing
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the Gd concentration, one can see that �max goes up firstly to a peak value, and then it
decreases with more Co contents. Interestingly, the peak value occurs at around RE-TM
compensation point xcomp. This agrees with previous report in pure GdFeCo alloys13, that
the maximum pulse duration is longer around xcomp. However, this phenomenon becomes
less pronounced once the Gd concentration is higher than a certain value (it is roughly
about 23%), wherein the value of �max is dominant by the contents of Gd. Hence, by
introducing other RE elements into GdCo alloys with the PMA maintained, is a practical
way to extend the laser pulse durations used to observe AO-HIS. And, we propose that
putting more Gd elements and getting closer to the xcomp is helpful to achieve a high
value of �max.

Figure 4.16 – The typical revolution of �max with Gd and Co concentration in (a)
GdTbCo, (b) GdDyCo and (c) GdHoCo, �max can be extended by doping more Gd into
samples, the largest �max in our samples is about 5 ps.

Enlarging �max is important in the engineering application of AO-HIS actually. The
pulse duration of a traditional electric pulse is limited in nanosecond timescale, if �max
can be enlarged to nanosecond, the integration of circuits and storage medium of AO-HIS
material will be a promising spintronic device. Yang et al. realized ultrafast magnetiza-
tion reversal by picosecond electrical pulses in GdFeCo films29, subsequently, Jhuria et
al. employed similar idea to switch a ferromagnet by spin-orbit torque with picosecond
electrical pulses202, but in both two works, the electrical pulse is generated through a
photoconductive switch which still need the present of laser pulses. Now that the origin of
AO-HIS in GdFeCo has been widely accepted to be a pure thermal effect, it can be realized
by the excitation of both optical pulses8, electrical pulses29, and hot-electron pulses28. If
the pulse duration can be extended to nanosecond timescale and thus be integrated with
traditional semiconductor device, it will be a competitive solution for MRAM application.

Slope
The last parameter k describing the dependence of Fswitch on pulse duration is the

consequence of the evolution of the other three ones. It can be increased by weather in-
creasing Fswitch, �max or decreasing Fmulti , when the other two parameters keep constant.
According to figure 4.10 (d), the region showing a maximum k with the dark red color is
mainly located in the samples with Co concentrations less than x = 68%. In this case, the
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very low Fmulti as shown in figure 4.10 (b) is the major contribution to the large value of
k. As shown in figure 4.17 , by fixing the composition of Gd or Dy in GdDyCo, k decreases
monotonically with increasing Co concentration, as the largest TC and Fmulti is found in
the sample with the most Co. Interestingly, the maximum of k after doping Dy is almost
the same with that in the pure GdCo alloy, however, it can be ascribed to the quite large
value of �max. From the above results one can see that k is a passive parameter that is
jointly constrained by Fmulti and �max. Unfortunately, we are not able to give a physical
reference of k and why is k is constant with the pulse duration based on the results that
we have.

Figure 4.17 – The slope k as a function of Co concentration in (a) Gd18DyCo alloys and
(b) GdDy13Co.

By concluding the dependence of the four key parameters and the elements concentra-
tion, we saw some specific rules, also some vague behavior. Overall, the results give some
clues on the role of Gd in AO-HIS and pave the way on materials engineering to enlarge
the switching fluence window and the maximum pulse duration.

4.3 Spin dynamics of switching

In the static state diagram of AO-HIS, the evolution of four important parameters
including Fswitch, Fmulti , �max and k as a function of Gd, R and Co concentrations were
systemically investigated. Besides, the timescale at which the magnetization is reversed
is another critical concern, since the optical magnetization switching owns unpreceden-
ted speeds and high energy efficience. In previous reports, the influence of Tb content
on the temporal dynamics of GdTbCo alloys was investigated, in which the different in-
trinsic damping for Tb and Gd accounts for the vanish of switching when Tb content is
too high23;24. However, the reports on the various explicit time-resolved dynamics of the
switching process in GdRCo alloys for different Co concentrations are still lacking. This
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raises the question whether the switching speed in RE-TM alloys can be tailored when
the samples are crossing the compensation point.

Figure 4.18 – TR-MOKE results on laser-fluence-dependent magnetization dynamics for
(a) Gd16Dy21Co63, (b) Gd15Dy17Co68 and (c) Gd16Dy6Co78 alloys. (d) Fcritical of the
above three samples, sample with larger Co concentration has larger Fcritical .

Thus, the temporal dynamics for GdRCo alloys with various Co compositions x was
measured by TR-MOKE. Figure 4.18 (a-c) shows the laser fluence dependent magneti-
zation dynamics for Gd16Dy21Co63, Gd15Dy7Co68 and Gd16Dy6Co78 samples using TR-
MOKE. One can see that, it has one critical fluence Fcritical allowing for the fastest
magnetization switching with the maximum switching amptitude. Fcritical increases gra-
dually by increasing the content of Co as is shown in figure 4.18 (d). Indeed, we obtained
similar rule on Fswitch with the Co content in last section, proving that Fcritical is asso-
ciated with Fswitch.

We repeat above laser-fluence-dependent measurements for samples of GdyDy1�x�yCox
alloys by varying the Co compositions from 63% to 78% with y around 16%. And then,
the magnetization switching dynamics at Fcritical is extracted and shown in figure 4.19
(a). By changing the concentration of Co, a pronounced difference is observed for the
dynamic process after the ultrfast decrease of magnetization. For instance, a long-lived
mangeitzation state with ��=� � 0 is presented for x = 63% untill t = 20 ps, after that
a slow remagnetization in the opposite direction occurs. And the maximum amptitude
of switching is reached at about t = 400 ps. With increasing x, the remagnetization is
systemsical faster. Interestingly, it becomes fast dramaticaly when the Co composition is
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approaching x = 72%, which is very close to the compensation point. By increasing Co
composition further, the remagnetization dynamics in less than 20 ps is quite similar for
the samples with x > 72%. The similar trend is also found for GdTbCo and GdHoCo
alloys, whose Co concentration dependent magnetization dynamics is shown in figure 4.19
(b-c).

Figure 4.19 – TR-MOKE results of samples with various Co concentration when the Gd
composition is fixed at 16%, ��=� as a function of time for (a) Gd16DyCo, (b) Gd16HoCo
and (c) Gd16TbCo series. (d) �switching as a function of Co concentration for GdCo alloys
doped by different elements. �switching decreases with the Co concentration and reaches
a constant value when Co concentration is larger than 70%.

In order to quantitativly understand the speed of magnetization switching, an expo-
nential equation is used to fit the remagnetization process.

��=� D 2exp
�
�t=�switching

�
� 1 (4.2)

The fitting parameter �switching is used to describe the switching time in alloys. Fi-
gure 4.19 (d) clearly shows the extracted �switching as a function of Co compositions in
Gd16RCo. For GdDyCo alloys, one can see a rapid drop of �switching with the Co compo-
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sition increasing to be around the compensation point, while it changes slightly when x
is larger than 72%. By replacing Dy with Tb or Ho, same revolution is presented.

The above slow down dynamics of remagnetization taking place at the samples with
less Co contents might come from two kinds of contributions. Firstly, the lower Curie tem-
perature with less amount of Co. Based on the micromagnetics simulations203, the longi-
tudinal relaxation time of magnetization increases rapidly as the temperature is close to
Curie temperature. Actually, the slow down effect is quite general if the Curie temperatur
of the materials is so low that it close to the ambient temperature204. Moreover, the ratio
Tc=�at

54 has been proposed explicitly to be a decisive role in the ultrafast demagnetia-
tion time of magnetic materials, suggesting a lower Tc leads to a slower demagnetization.
Secondly, the reduced Gilbert damping when the sample is away from the compensation
point. The maximum value of Gilbert damping of RE-TM alloys has been demonstrated
to be near the compensation point189. According to the theory of Koopmans et al.205, the
relaxation time of magnetization is inversely propositional to the value of Gilbert dam-
ping. So, when the Co concentration is less, the relaxation time of amgnetization might
be longer as the Gilbert damping of RE-TM alloys is decreased.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have deposited a series of GdyR1�x�yCox alloys, We demonstrated
that in all those alloys Gd is required to observe AO-HIS but only a very small amount
as low as 1.5% is enough. Besides, doping others REs with higher spin-orbit coupling
into GdCo can enlarge the composition range that shows AO-HIS. Then, the single-
shot AO-HIS state diagrams for various GdyR1�x�yCox alloys are systemically presented,
from which we clarified the dependence of laser parameters allowing for switching on
the concentrations of Gd, R and Co element, respectively. These state diagrams clearly
illustrate : 1), the compositions window allowing for AO-HIS is significantly broaden as
compared with a pure GdFeCo alloy ; 2), the maximum pulse duration �max allowing for
AOS is around 6 ps ; 3), the evolution of Fswitch, Fmulti , �max and the slope k as a function
of elements concentrations, respectively. Subsequently, the dynamics of magnetization
switching as a function of Co compositions are investigated by means of TR-MOKE
measurements. Once the Co composition x is approaching the compensation point, we
identified that the amount of Gd content is much less needed to observe the AO-HIS,
meanwhile, the magnetization switching speed becomes faster. The results in this work
provide a practical way to enlarge the switching region of AO-HIS, including both the
materials compositions and laser parameters, which will be of great significance for the
spintronic applications.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, this thesis presents two studies which respectively focuses on the me-
chanism of AO-HDS and AO-HIS.

we demonstrated AO-HDS in a Co/Pt magnetic square within 10 consecutive circularly
polarized pulses and studied the spin dynamics during and after each pulse. In this process,
the switching is realized by two stages : (1) magnetization from -1 to 0, in this stage, each
pulse first brings a thermal induced nucleation, then followed by a domain shrink result
from the domain pressure, but the nucleation is dominant and carries out the stage 1 ;
(2) magnetization from 0 to +1, in this stage, also, each pulse first induces a thermal
nucleation, but this value is much smaller than stage 1 because of MCD, then, the MCD
generate a thermal difference between two magnetizations, and this difference drives DW
from clod region to hot region and accomplish the switching. It is worth noting that in
these two stages, there are lots of other interaction and motivation, for instance the IFE
during each exposure and the domain shrink in stage 2. Here we think the thermal induced
nucleation and MCD induced DW motion play the key roles to accomplish the AO-HDS.

Since the nucleation in stage 1 is not helicity-dependent, the DW motion in stage
2 is the root of this kind of helicity-dependent phenomenon. So to obtain AO-HDS in
magnetic material, it is essential that, MCD can show a great impact and create a great
temperature gap between two magnetization, and a quick DW motion can be obtained
(or the pinning effect can be overcome) under this temperature gap.

For AO-HIS in GdRCo, the single-shot AO-HIS state diagrams for various GdyR1�x�yCox
(R = Dy, Tb, Ho) alloys are systemically presented, from which we clarified the depen-
dence of laser parameters allowing for switching on the concentrations of Gd, R and
Co respectively. Once the Co composition is approaching the compensation point, we
identified that the amount of Gd content is much less needed to observe the AO-HIS,
meanwhile, the magnetization switching speed becomes faster by measuring the ultrafast
spin dynamics of samples. The state diagrams of samples with various elements concen-
tration clearly describe the behavior of AO-HIS and helps understanding its physics and
possible origin. Even though we are not able to establish a complete theory to explain the
mechanism of AO-HIS so far, our results pave the way to find the best RE-TM exhibiting
AO-HIS, which will be of great significance for the spintronic applications.
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La puce mémoire est un circuit intégré pouvant stocker des données. Dans les systèmes
de mémoire basé sur le transistor à semi-conducteurs, il existe un compromis entre sa
vitesse de fonctionnement et sa densité, comme indiqué dans la figure 5.1. Au cours de
ces 30 dernières années, grace à la découverte de l’effet de Magnétorésistance Géante,
des mémoires à base de matériaux magnétiques on pu être réalisé avec succès pour le
stockage de l’information. Pour ces systèmes de mémoire basé sur l’électronique de spin
(ou spintronique) la densité et la vitesse peuvent être amélioré en même temps.

Figure 5.1 – Compromis entre la densité et la vitesse de fonctionnement dans les puces
mémoire, différents dispositifs ont été appliqués à différentes puces mémoire pour répondre
à des exigences spécifiques.

Avec la découverte de l’effet de magnétorésistance géant2;3, les dispositifs magnétiques,
utilisant la spintronique, ont été appliqués avec succès pour le disque dur (HDD pour
hard disk drive en anglais) est la mémoire magnétique. Un disque dur traditionnel utilise
une tête magnétique pour écrire les informations, qui a une faible vitesse et apporte de
l’instabilité au système. Dans ce cas, la spintronique a permis de réaliser des tête de lecture
très rapide et avec une sensibilité amélioré.

Ces dernières années, avec la découverte du couple de transfert de spin (STT pour spin
transfer torque en anglais)4;5 et du couple spin-orbite (SOT pour spin orbit torque en an-
glais)6;7, il est maintenant possible de manipuler l’aimantation avec du courant électrique.
La réalisation d’un dispositif de mémoire magnétique STT ou SOT, avec une vitesse de
fonctionnement plus élevée, serait très prometteuse pour les mémoires magnétiques pour
les mémoires vives qui nécessite une vitesse de fonctionnement plus élevée. L’idée de base
du STT ou SOT est d’utiliser le courant électrique pour générer un courant de spin po-
larisé afin de commuter l’aimantation. il y a deux problèmes qui limitent la vitesse. Le
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première est due à la dynamique de l’aimantation, le renversement est obtenu après pré-
cession de l’aimantation ce processus prend de quelques centaines picosecondes à quelques
nanosecondes. D’autre part, les semi-conducteurs à base de silicium ne permetent pas la
génération d’impulsions de courant ultracourtes.

Figure 5.2 – La dynamique de spin se produit à différentes échelles de temps et la
démagnétisation ultra-rapide est démontrée au niveau de la picoseconde.

L’utilisation de la lumière pour renverser l’aimantation pourrait résoudre ces deux
problèmes en même temps. Une impulsion laser ultracourte à l’échelle de temps fem-
toseconde peut être générée197;198. Et il a été observé qu’un film magnétique subit une
désaimantation ultrarapide sous l’effet d’une impulsion laser42, il s’agit d’une diminution
de l’amplitude de l’aimantation qui se produit dans un laps de temps beaucoup plus
court que la précession comme le montre la figure 5.2. Par conséquent, l’utilisation d’im-
pulsions optiques ultracourtes pour manipuler l’aimantation serait possible pour accélérer
l’opération de mémoire magnétique.

En 2007, Stanciu et al. ont démontré la première inversion d’aimantation avec des
impulsions laser femtosecondes8, ils ont utilisé un train d’impulsions polarisé circulaire-
ment pour commuter l’aimantation de l’alliage GdFeCo et ont observé que l’état final
de l’aimantation peut être manipulé en changeant l’hélicité de la lumière. Parce qu’au-
cun champ magnétique externe n’est introduit dans le phénomène, une telle inversion de
magnétisation est appelée commutation tout optique (AOS pour all-optical switching en
anglais). En outre, la direction de l’aimantation n’est déterminée que par l’hélicité de la
lumière, d’où ce type de comportement appelé commutation dépendante de l’hélicité op-
tique (AO-HDS pour all-optical helicity-dependent switching en anglais). En 2011, Radu
et al. ont observé un autre phénomène fantastique d’AOS dans l’alliage GdFeCo9. Ils
ont montré que l’alliage ferrimagnétique GdFeCo avec anisotropie magnétique hors plan
peut en fait être commuté par une seule impulsion femtoseconde. Chaque excitation d’im-
pulsion déclenche une inversion de, et un tel comportement n’est pas lié à l’hélicité du
laser, d’où son nom de commutation indépendante de l’hélicité optique (AO-HIS pour all-
optical helicity-independent switching en anglais). La découverte d’AO-HIS a suscité un
grand intérêt parmi les chercheurs, car l’utilisation d’impulsions lumineuses ultracourtes
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pour commuter l’aimantation en quelques picosecondes ou femtosecondes est une méthode
prometteuse pour l’écriture ultrarapide de données de mémoires magnétiques et améliore
considérablement la vitesse de traitement des données.

Par conséquent, il existe en fait deux types d’AOS : AO-HIS où la commutation peut
être accomplie avec un seul coup d’impulsion laser et l’état final de l’aimantation est
déterminé par l’état magnétique initial plutôt que par l’hélicité lumineuse, et AO-HDS
où il doit être accompli par plusieurs impulsions et l’aimantation finale est déterminée
par l’hélicité lumineuse. Au fil des années, de nombreuses questions sont soulevées sur le
mécanisme de l’AOS, pour AO-HDS, son origine peut être simplement interprétée comme
l’absorption différente du moment angulaire du laser polarisé circulairement, tandis que
pour AO-HIS, l’impulsion laser polarisée linéairement n’apporte pas de moment angu-
laire mais seulement de la chaleur. En conséquence, l’enthousiasme des chercheurs a été
grandement stimulé depuis lors, et un grand nombre d’études ont été rapportées sur ces
deux phénomènes différents en se concentrant sur les systèmes matériels, les mécanismes
et leurs applications.

Dans cette thèse, nous nous concentrerons sur la physique de l’AO-HDS et de l’AO-
HIS, en étudiant le comportement et la dynamique du processus induit par laser, nous
tenterons de donner des mécanismes possibles derrière eux.

Ce manuscrit sera organisé en 4 chapitres. Dans le chapitre 1, un état de l’art dans
le domaine des AOS sera brièvement présenté. Pour comprendre l’inversion magnétique
par impulsion laser, la physique de la dynamique de spin induite par laser sera d’abord
introduite, y compris quelques concepts de base du magnétisme, de la lumière et de
leurs interactions. Ensuite, les comportements, les systèmes matériels et les mécanismes
possibles de l’AO-HIS et de l’AO-HDS seront abordés dans les deux sections suivantes.
Pour AO-HIS, à l’exception de plusieurs matériaux très uniques, il ne peut être observé
que dans les systèmes ferrimagnétiques à base de Gd, il sera donc très intéressant d’essayer
de comprendre la spécialité de l’élément Gd. Une théorie bien acceptée pour expliquer la
commutation dans les ferriaimants à base de Gd (tels que GdCo) est basée sur le taux de
démagnétisation lent du sous-réseau Gd, il a été observé que Gd montre beaucoup plus de
temps pour être démagnétisé que Co lorsque l’alliage GdCo est excité par une impulsion
laser femto-seconde. Un mécanisme basé sur les différents taux de démagnétisation de deux
sous-réseaux sera introduit pour expliquer la physique de l’AO-HIS. Pour AO-HDS, son
comportement et son système matériel sont très différents de ceux de l’AO-HIS, ainsi que
son mécanisme. Trois effets (effet Faraday inverse, dichroïsme circulaire magnétique (MCD
pour Magnetic circular dichroism en anglais) et magnétisation induite par l’absorption
lumineuse) qui seraient à l’origine de l’AO-HDS seront introduits dans cette section.

Dans le chapitre 2, les méthodes expérimentales que nous avons utilisées dans cette
thèse seront présentées. Le dépôt physique en phase vapeur est utilisé pour dévelop-
per les films magnétiques qui seront étudiés. Dans ce manuscrit, un film multicouche
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Co/Pt typique sera utilisé pour étudier le mécanisme de l’AO-HDS, et pour AO-HIS,
une série complète d’alliages GdyR1�x�yCox (R = Tb, Dy et Ho) de 10 nm d’épaisseur
sont préparés. Les sections suivantes sont consacrées aux méthodes de caractérisation
des échantillons utilisés, y compris les configurations magnéto-optiques basées sur l’effet
Kerr magnéto-optique (MOKE pour magneto-optic Kerr effect en anglais), telles que la
microscopie MOKE, la mesure MOKE à résolution temporelle et le spectromètre MCD.
En outre, la fabrication des dispositifs nécessaires à la détection électrique de l’AO-HDS
est décrite. Enfin, nous combinons le système laser femtoseconde, la microscopie MOKE
et les mesures de transport électrique à un système AOS qui peut générer et étudier la
commutation optiquement et électriquement simultanément.

Dans le chapitre 3, le comportement et la physique sous-jacente de l’AO-HDS dans les
multicouches ferromagnétiques Co/Pt sont discutés. On étudie comment certains facteurs
critiques, tels que la durée des impulsions, le taux de répétition des impulsions, le nombre
d’impulsions et leur fluence, affectent l’efficacité de la commutation. Le mouvement de la
paroi du domaine est présenté comme l’ingrédient clé de l’ensemble du processus de com-
mutation, les détails de la dynamique de la paroi du domaine dans les films métalliques
minces sont discutés. Après avoir examiné le comportement de commutation de nos échan-
tillons, un modèle pour expliquer AO-HDS est ensuite créé, présentant la commutation
comme un processus en deux étapes, en commençant par la combinaison de mécanismes
thermiques et non thermiques nucléant un certain nombre de petits domaines. Ceci est
suivi, dans la deuxième étape, par la croissance de ces domaines nucléés entraînés par des
gradients thermiques.

Pour soutenir ce modèle, nous étudions attentivement la réponse à effet Hall de notre
dispositif magnétique Hall pendant et après chaque impulsion. Nous avons remarqué que
sous l’excitation d’une impulsion polarisée circulairement, la résistance de Hall subit un
saut rapide dans les premiers 20 �s qui est suivi d’une lente relaxation vers la direction op-
posée jusqu’à l’arrivée de l’impulsion suivante. Essayer de résoudre la physique derrière le
saut et la relaxation est très utile pour comprendre le mécanisme de AO-HDS, par consé-
quent, nous essayons diverses fluence et polarisation laser pour voir comment l’amplitude
du saut et de la relaxation change avec ces paramètres. Par la suite, nous avons remarqué
que leur comportement montre une différence évidente dans les différentes étapes de l’in-
version. Au stade 1, où l’aimantation nette est de -1 à 0, le saut est toujours positif tandis
que la relaxation est toujours négative, et l’amplitude du saut augmente avec la fluence la-
ser tandis que celle de relaxation semble être indépendante avec la fluence. Au stade 2, où
l’aimantation nette est de 0 à +1, le saut est toujours négatif et la relaxation est toujours
positive. Fait intéressant, l’ampleur de la relaxation augmente avec la fluence du laser au
stade 2. Après avoir considéré la direction et la relation avec la fluence laser du saut et
de la relaxation, nous sommes en mesure de conclure que le saut est le comportement
de la nucléation du domaine et que la relaxation est le comportement de la formation
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du domaine, alors qu’une telle formation de domaine a une force motrice différente dans
différentes étapes : la pression du domaine au stade 1 et le gradient thermique au stade
2.

Il est démontré que la réponse à effet Hall du dispositif magnétique pendant et après
chaque impulsion avec diverses fluences et polarisations peut bien soutenir ce modèle.
Sur la base de ces résultats, on pourrait certainement optimiser le processus pour réduire
considérablement le nombre d’impulsions nécessaires à la commutation.

Dans le chapitre 4, nous étudions le mécanisme de l’AO-HIS dans un alliage ternaire
GdRCo, nous modifions la concentration des éléments, l’objectif général était de com-
prendre le rôle des différents éléments de terres rares dans l’efficacité de la commutation.
L’inversion de l’aimantation par impulsion laser femtoseconde est observée dans la plu-
part des échantillons, même lorsque la concentration de Gd est aussi faible que 1,5%.
Nous avons également pu démontrer AO-HIS pour une gamme beaucoup plus large de
concentrations de Co et de terres rares que les alliages de GdCo ou de GdFeCo purs.

Le diagramme d’état triangulaire pour AO-HIS peut être défini par deux lignes Fswitch :
la fluence du seuil d’impulsion laser pour la commutation d’impulsion unique en fonction
de la durée de l’impulsion, et Fmulti : la fluence du seuil d’impulsion laser à laquelle le
matériau se divise en multi-domaines en fonction de la durée de l’impulsion. Nous avons
pu clairement démontrer que ces deux fluences varient différemment avec les paramètres
magnétiques des matériaux tels que l’aimantation saturée, le couplage d’échange et la
quantité de Gd. Par conséquent, nous pouvons définir les critères qui doivent être remplis
pour observer AO-HIS. Nous avons pu démontrer pourquoi, dans de nombreux cas, il est
essentiel d’être proche de la compensation pour observer la commutation de l’aimantation
sous un seul laser femto-seconde. En étudiant la révolution de certains paramètres clés
qui déterminent les propriétés de commutation parmi les échantillons, certaines règles
peuvent être révélées pour mieux comprendre le mécanisme de l’AO-HIS, ainsi que pour
identifier les paramètres idéaux du matériau et du faisceau pour les dispositifs AOS du
point de vue de l’efficacité énergétique et de la stabilité du système.

En conclusion, nous étudions respectivement la physique de l’AO-HDS et de l’AO-
HIS, nous sommes en mesure de donner un mécanisme général pour expliquer l’AO-HDS
et donner les critères de présence de l’AO-HIS. Ce manuscrit offre non seulement notre
compréhension à AOS, mais ouvre également la voie à l’optimisation des matériaux et à
l’application d’ingénierie pour un dispositif AOS.
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